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ABSTRACT

One of the primary poJ-icy objectives of the Oakland Coun-
ty Planning Division (uictrigan) is the continued dissemina-
tion of helpful information to community planners and the
public to aid in planning decision-making. Many of the maps
and documents prepared by the Planning Division deal direct-
ly with natural resources and their management. However, it
was found during research that this information has gone
largely underutilized in the planning process. The main ob-
jective of this study was to construct a framework for the
utilization of the Planning Division's data base in natural
resources management.

To provide guidance in the structure of the framework it
s¡as necessary to review the perceptions of the primary in-
formation users; planners. Interviews, surveys and planning
document review resulted in the conclusion that planners are
interested in natural resources management but have yet to
fuIIy incorporate it into planning documents. À review of
the Planning Division data base revealed the strengths and
weaknesses of their environmental data. Due to the incon-
sistent nature of the maps' scales, geographic bases, leveIs
of complexity and currency, the Planning Division data base
vras disjointed and difficult to use.

Based on Iiterature review, planners' information needs
and perceptions of natural resources management, and the
state of the Planning Division's data baset a framework was
proposed for improved utilization of environmental informa-
tion. The framework involved preparing a prototype map and
poster series that integrated the Planning Division's data,
incorporated newly prepared maps, and portrayed the interre-
Iationships of the natural physical system components. The
framework emphasizes the practical applications of environ-
mentaL data in the community planning process. Recommenda-
Lions, including further research of geographic information
systems, suggest future actions for continued improvement
and increased public utilization of the Pl-anning Division's
natural resources data base.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCT]ON

In addition to stating the problem to be analyzed, and

objectives and methods for analysis, t.his chapter provides a

physical and characteristic setting of Oakland County. Un-

less otherwise noted, statistics and factual data concerning

Oakland County were taken from reports of the Oakland County

Planning Division (OCpo) and Economic Development Division
(Hay, 1984; Kaczmarek, 1984). Many of the figures taken

from these two reports are based on statistics enumerated in

the 1980 federal decennial census.

1.1 AN OVERVIEW OF OAKLÀND COUNTY

Located in southeastern MichigâD, Oakland County is di-
rectly northwest of the City of Detroit, abutting the city's
northern boundary (figure 1 and Figure 2). It is approxi-
maLely 900 square miles (2300 sguare kilometres) in area and

has a population of a little over one million persons. The

County was originally an agricultural and recreational area

serving Detroit. It has progressed from those functions

through a manufacturing support area phase to be a "bedroom"

for Ðetroit and today functions viably as a retail and manu-

facturing center and as a suburban residential county.
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There are 61 communities in Oakland County, ranging from ur-
banized areas such as Pontiac, to suburban areas such as

Bloomfield Township, to more rural settings of Addison Town-

ship or the Village of Ho1ly (rigure 3).

1.1.1 Population

The population of Oakland County is largely middle income

and above. The County ranks as having the second highest

average household income in the nation for counties over one

million people. It also contains the highest income commu-

nity in the United States - Bloomfield Hi1ls. Other charac-

teristics of the county population are typical for most sub-

urban counties. The median age is 30 years, 46eo of the

population is married and the leading employers are the re-

tail and service sectors. In contrast with other suburban

counties, 70e" of Oakland County's l-abor f orce works within
the County's borders. In addition to acting as a major

residential area, Oakland County has become an important

business center in its own right. The corporate headquar-

ters for Pontiac Motor Division of General Motors Corpora-

tion, Àmerican Motors Corporation and K-Mart International
are located within the County. The County's economic cli-
mate has resulted in it having the lowest cost of living for
a metropolitan area in the United States. Meeting some of

the residents' educational needs are 14 colleges and univer-
sities. While the population of neighboring Detroit has

declined, Oakland County has continued its high growth rate.
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In

of

the decade between 1970 and 1980 Oakland County'

growth was greater than 99e" of all U.S. counties.

rate

1.1.2 Natural Resources

Rapid population growth has not detracted substantially
from the County's natural resources base. Many state, coun-

ty, metropolitan and local parks exist because of the at-
tractive natural resources base. Much of the recreational
land draws upon features created by glacial action. Mo-

raines running in a northwest to southeast direction are in-
terspersed with outwash plains. The County's 450 lakes vrere

created by glaciers and so too vras the varied elevation¡ €V-

idenced in community names and an elevation variation of

600-1,200 feet (185-370 m) above sea leveI. Another result
of glaciation is large sand and gravel deposits.

Water is a dominant feature in Oakland County. Às well

as the numerous lakes, there are abundant wet,Iands, and five
rivers have their headwaters within the County. Other major

resource features are forested lands, comprising over 12e" of

the Countyrs territory, and active agricultural land, also

comprising over 12eo of the County's territory. Cash grains,

Iivestock, dairy and horticultural specialties are the pri-
mary agricultural products. À1so, Oakland County leads the

state in horse population. Wild animals in the County are

those adaptable to impinging human populations: smaIl mam-

mals such as opossum, raccoon, red fox, rabbit, waterfowl,
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freshwater fish, whitetail deer and many other species.

Oakland County's natural resources are essential components

of community charact.er and recreational and economic bases.

Regrettably, there is no single County map that clearly por-

trays natural resources. This fact gives an initial indica-
tion of the state of the County's data base. This practicum

addressed the natural resources map problem, and initiates a

program to provide County-wide natural resources map cover-

age.

1 .1 .3 Government

As was stated earlier, Oakland County's communities com-

prise a continuum from very urban to rural. Each of the 61

communities has its own government and therefore can be aI-
ternately termed municipalities, although their povrers and

organizational structures differ. Cities, villages and

townships comprise the County. Cities and villages have

population concentrations, while townships are largely rural
without a specific concentration. In a geographic sense, a

city or village can exist within the borders of a township

(figure 3). Many states have geographic survey townships,

but only 20 of the 50 states have townships with political
standing, and from state to state their powers may differ
(Hathan and Nathan, 1979). In Michigân, townships are vest-
ed with relatively broad powers. In addition to cities and

vilIages, the State of MichigâD, through enabling legisla-

6-



tion, has allowed townships the power of enacting zoning or-
dinances and master Land use prans (Kaufman and Bronstein,
1977). The major differences between townships, cities and

villages are related to taxation, annexation and services
available. Townships are unabre to annex land and have rim-
ited frexibility regarding taxation (Kaufman and Bronstein,
1977). Most townships in oakland county are unsewered. Àd-

ditionar differences exist, but those mentioned above are

the most prominent. The primary distinction stressed here

is the fact thatr unrike in most states, townships in Michi-
gan have the povrer to pass zoning ordinances and adopt mas-

ter plans.

The rever of government directly above municipalities is
that of the county. There are over 3,000 county governments

in the u.s. (Nathan and Nathan, 1979). À county is the cre-
ation of the state and can only exercise povrers given to it
through legisration or constitution. state governments most

often create counties to perform administrative functions
with ress difficurty. The smarler area makes it easier to
collect taxes, conduct elections and provide sev¡age service,
airports and hospitals. county governments function much

like state or provincial government,s by passing laws, revy-
ing taxes and providing services. However, in reration to
pranning and managing rand usesr somê of their powers have

been superseded by local governments. since arl communities

within oakland county have zoning ordinances and varying

7-



types of land use plans, the role of the County Planning Di-

vision, a creation of the County government, is largely ad-

visory and informational in nature. Individual community

planning efforts are supplemented by Planning Division re-
view, advice, and provision of maps and documents.

1.2 THE UNDERUTILIZATION OF NÀTURAL RESOURCES DATÀ IN
COMMUNITY PLANNING

The County has developed an extensive data base for plan-

ning purposes. A significant sector of Oakland County Plan-

ning Division's data deals directly with natural resources

and their management. Foremost among the data sources is a

document titled Conserve Oakland Countv's Natural Resources!

(Smittr, 1980). Its general purpose is to serve as a manual

for planning and implementation of environmentally sensible

development strategies. Supplemental information is avail-
able through maps and a soil survey. AIso, model ordinances

for the protection of woodlands and wetlands, and for the

reclamation of mined lands have been prepared by OCPÐ.

Although considerable information exists, there is an

underutilization of that information. Àn extensive revierv

of documents produced by local planners throughout Michigan

reveals a lack of effective utilization of these sources

(t'tarsh , 1978) . I t is hypothesized that a review of communi-

ty planning documents from constituent municipalities within

Oakland County will show the same underutiLization. À sim-

8-



ple review of Planning Division
the last few years supports the

analysis of IocaI master plans

more environmental consideration.

the comprehensive community plan

of natural resources as a minimal

1976).

document and map sales over

above hypothesis. À brief
also indicates a need for

An historical overview of

provides the representation

part of the plan (Rodgers,

It is not presently proposed that by using environmental

information, problems will disappear. To be most useful,
any source of information must be integrated with other

available sources. Previously, planners approached manage-

ment issues on a single problem/single solution basis. The

interrelatedness of the natural environment's Iiving and

non-living components provides direction in how to approach

community planning and natural- resources management. Àn un-

derstanding of natural resources and natural cycles is es-

sential in solving local environmental problems. The mere

existence of data concerning these problems though, is not

enough. Àn integration of the numerous informational sourc-

es availabre and a guiding framework for their utilization
in the planning process is necessary to insure improved nat-
ural resources management.

9-



1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Oakland County Planning Division has as one of its
policy objectives the dissemination of relevant and helpful
information to individuals, developers, consultants, corpo-

rations and communities to aid in wise planning decision-

making. This is expressly stated in 1985 Obiectives of the

Oakland Countv Planninq Division. Within that document, the

Lands Least Suited for Development Program is,
aimed at permitting (encouraging) developmental
growth with its associated economic rewards with-
out disrupting or destroying the community natural
resource base through the preparation, distribu-
tion and promotion of mapped data and proper plan-
ning procedures (Cousins, 1985).

There are many natural resources documents and maps avail-
able at OCPD, but because of their disjointed nature and the

fact that they are difficult to use v¡ithout advanced envi-

ronmental and cartographic knowledge, they have largely been

underutilized. Possible secondary reasons for less than

maximum use of OCPD's data include a lack of awareness, or a

lack of interest by data users, and a lack of marketing by

the Division. As an indirect result the 61 communities

within the County have differing levels of natural resources

management within their comprehensive plans and regulations.
Consequently, much suburban development has neglected the

opportunities and limitations natural resources provide and

pose to the populace. To implement a more effective conser-

vation strategy throughout the County, the preparation of a

comprehensive informational and directing framework was re-

- 10



quired. This provides users of the framework with an under-

standing of the data available, their potential uses, and

methods of application for community planning and natural
resources management.

1 "4 RESEÀRCH OBJECTIVES

The primary purpose of this study was to provide the

Planning Division and the constituent municipalities of Oak-

land County, Michigan with a framework for utilizing the

Countyrs data base in natural resources management. Specif-

ic research ob jectives vrere:

1. To investigate perceptions, expectations and needs of

Iocal community members regarding natural resources

and their use of natural resources data in the plan-

ning process;

2.

3.

¿"

To determine common IocaI natural resources manage-

ment issues and areas of concern;

To define Oakland County Planning Division's avail-
able natural resources data base;

To establish goals and objectives that address issues

from Objective No. 2;

To suggest a course of action for organizing the

Planning Division's natural resources data base in an

understandable and effective form and ways to pro-

mote, disseminate and increase use of the data

throughout the County.

5.

11



1.5 RESEARCH METHODS

In order to perform a study that did not take only one

perspective into consideration, varied and numerous research

methods were utilized"

Since the primary users of the framework will be planning

officials of the County's numerous municipalities, their
perceptions, expectations and needs in relation to natural

resources and natural resources data, were reviewed. While

it is beneficial to consider opinions of the general public,
time and budget considerations limited this study to an

analysis of opinions of only some of the community decision-
makers. The interactions and communication between the pub-

lic, community politicians and planners creates a decision-
making process in which all parties are involved. Thi s

process, and how environmental information is utilized in

it, are described in Chapter III. Perceptions of community

planning officials were taken to represent an unbiased gen-

eral community attitude. Planning commission chairpersons,

professional planning consultants, and in a few communities,

planning staff were considered decision-makers affecting
natural resources management. The rationale for reviewing

planners' perceptions is also described in Chapter III. To

determine their perceptions, expectations and needs of natu-

ral resources data, complementary methods were utilized.

12



A mail survey vras distributed to all 61 planning commis-

sion chairpersons, aI1 17 professional planning consultants

and 16 planning staff members employed by County municipali-
ties. Not only are these people decision-makers but they

are also the primary users of environmental data. Closed-

ended and rating questions vrere used. Design of the surveys

vras based on suggestions in two main sources (sabbie, 1973¡

Berdie and Anderson , 1974'). A copy of the questionnaire can

be found in Àppendix A. Further discussion of particular
questions and results is found in Chapter III.

In addition to quesLionnaires, personal interviews were

conducted to garner more extensive and personal responses to
questions. Open-ended questions and unstructured discussion

were both used. A copy portraying the range of questions

asked appears in Appendix B. tnitially, it was hoped that a

proportional representative selection of community officials
would be interviewed. However, because of scheduling, and

other difficulties, the list of interviewees vras altered
simply to interview as many officials, and gain as much re-
sponse, as possible. Interview results are also discussed

in Chapter III.

Änother research method used to augment interviews and

surveys in the pursuit of determining perceptions vras commu-

nity planning document reviev¡. One of the best sources of

overall community perceptions and objectives related to nat-
ural resources management is the updated master land use

13



plan (nodgers, 1976). Master plans I zoning and other ordi-
nances from a proportional representative selection of com-

munities were reviewed. The method used to determine which

communities' documents vrere reviewed is described in Àppen-

dix C. Discussion of themes or trends noticed in these doc-

uments is found in Chapter III.

The three methods mentioned above were intended to deter-
mine perceptions, needs and expectations of planners of nat-

ural resources data, and natural resources. There are no

hidden meanings in the term perceptions. The objective was

simply to determine what people think about the subject.

Completing the first objective contributed to clarifying
which natural resources management topics required the most

attention and subsequent public education. Stat i st ical

analysis of results obtained above vras the means employed

for clarification. Another supplementary method used was a

brief review of government department statistics that indi-
cat,e natural resources management problems such as erosion,

flooding and loss of farmland. Facts and figures concerning

these problems were obtained from agencies such as Oakland

County Soil Conservation Service, Great Lakes Basin Commis-

sion, Oakland County Health Ðivision and OCPD. Review of

related literature throughout the research project $ras used

for supplemental information needs and to gain a broad-based

understanding of the topic "

14



The objective of defining the Planning Division's natural
resources data base yras accomplished by performing an exten-

sive review of the available and relevant documents, maps,

and guidelines. Selected sources provided by other agen-

cies, that were produced at appropriate levels of accuracy,

v¡ere also summarized. The review details the benefits and

shortcomings, and, if applicable, environmentally and eco-

nomically advantageous practical applications of each data

item. AIso, by defining the data base and comparing it with
user needs, inadequacies of the data base were identified.

Àfter perceptions ylere investigated and the data base de-

fined, information gaps, public education or communication

problems became apparent. Comparison of information ob-

tained by achieving the first three objectives was the meth-

od used for identifying gaps or problems. Goals and objec-

tives to address these problems and issues were formulated,

keeping the Planning Division's mandates and objectives in

mi nd.

The final component to a goals and objectives listing is
that of action. St,eps taken before suggesting a course of

action required organizing existing, and new or updated

data, into a comprehensible format. Based on the extent and

nature of the problems and data base, this involved prepara-

tion of a mapped prototype and accompanying educationat

posters. The prototype exercise !.ras essentially the cre-
ation of a physical framework for utilizing Oakland County's

- 15



data base for suburban natural resources management. The

conceptual aspects of the framework are contained in ideas

expressed on posters, and found as the central theme of rec-
ommendations. To complete the framework and course of ac-

tion, recommendations for further promotion and dissemina-

tion of data were made.

1 .6 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH CONSIDERATTONS

The primary client benefiting from the detailed research

described above is the Oakland County Planning Division.
The Planning Division in turn distributes the information to
County communities, planning consultants, planning commis-

sioners, developers, environmental activist groups and the

interested public. It is difficult to say which secondary

client benefits most. Since government decisions affect de-

velopment and the public's actions affect community charac-

ter, the general public, as well as governmental decision-
makers, are important audiences. Therefore, the diversity
of audiences r.ras considered when preparing the f inal prod-

uct.

Since this study !¡as performed during one summer and

written following that, certain limitations arose. Since

Oakland County contains 61 distinct communities, a framework

that addressed specific resources issues in each municipali-
ty would be voluminous and time consuming to produce.

Therefore, not every rnanagement issue was addressed, only

tb



the prevalent ones, ês determined through research. Recom-

mendations, and the framework generated from this study and

literature review are not meant to be definitive answers to

particular issues, but rather guidelines for aIl communities

within the County.

One of the research objectives was to inventory all rele-
vant information sources. Again, the list $ras too long to

address thoroughly, so only most often used, most helpful
sources were reviewed. The primary objective addressed the

subject of natural resources management. The many natural

resources that exist were not all covered by this report.

The decision as to which resources were covered was based on

information and perceptions gathered during early research.

1 "7 STIMMÀRY

Suburban growth can be deleterious to the environment or

be in harmony with existing natural resources. If community

representatives legislate appropriate master land use plans

and ordinances, opportunities the natural environment offers
and limitations it poses are recognized, and the advantages

are seen and felt. In Oakland County, the suburban planning

agency exists to aid constituent communities in their pur-

suit ot wise resources management. The agency provides many

maps and documents for this purpose, yet they have gone

largely underutilized for various reasons. It is the objec-

tive of the proposed research to present the client with a

17



framework for utilizing the County

sources management.

data base in natural re-

Document and literature review, surveys, and personal in-
terviews v¡ere the primary methods used to determine issues,
perceptions, needs, management alternatives and a solution
to the county's problem. The literature review folrows in
Chapter II. In Chapter III, survey and interview results
and statistics greaned from various government departments

are discussed, and major natural resources issues are deter-
mined by analysis of t.his information. chapter rv addresses

the definition of oakland county's environmental data base.

The proposed informational and guiding framework is de-

scribed from conceptual and physicar perspectives in chapter

V. FinalIy, in Chapter VI, conclusions and recommendations

are presented.
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Chapter I I

PERSPECTIVES ON SUBURBAN NATURÀL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

This chapter provides an overview of nat,ural resources

management in the suburban environment. After analyzing the

need by planning officials for environmental information,
and more specificalry, an integrated naturar resources data

base, different approaches to suburban natural resources

management are outlined. Proven effective applications of

environmental information for planning purposes are then de-

scribed. Finally, the concepts and practices outlined in

this chapter are put in the context of Oakland County.

2.

2.

1

1.1

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION ÀND SUBURBAN PLANNING NEEDS

The Suburban Ði lemma

In t.he l-ate 1940s, with the return of multitudes of war

veterans, and with the baby boom in its infancyr ân impor-

tant trend in North Àmerican human settlements began. In

contrast with earlier suburbanization that occurred in very

close proximity to the central city and trolley lines, sub-

urbanization since World War II spread out across vast

tracts of land. The affordable automobile, and super-high-

ways constructed for it, allowed city dwellers to move to a

cleaner, more open and natural environment. Nobody antici-
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pated the occurrence of flooding, erosion, waste problems,

or environmental degradation in what appeared to be a nevr

utopian frontier. It is now about forty years later and

most large North American cities have accompanying them

large suburban areas. An extreme example of suburbanization

is noted on the eastern United States seaboard. Suburbani-

zation is so extensive there one author termed the area a

"megalopolis." Gottman (1961 ) calted the area BOSNYWASH be-

cause it extends from Boston, through New York, to Washing-

ton. Instead of having the utopian features expected of

them, suburbs have experienced many of the same environmen-

ta1 problems that beset cities, e.9., drainage problems,

loss of natural lands. Orville Freeman has outlined the

suburban dilemma well:
I t isn't rural, it isn't urban. Yet it's both.
And because ít is neither and yet both, it's apt
to be a kind of no man's land where development is
too often unplanned. (United States Department of
Àgriculture and United States Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development (USoe), 1968).

Careless development is costly. Some suburban expansion

is directed towards quickly accommodating large incoming

populations, and consequently it often ignores natural pat-

terns. Reshaping the environment for settlements has often

resulted in clogged and inoperative septic systems, flooded

basements, and eroded yards. Soil erosion on one sguare

mile (1.6 square kilometres) being developed can be as high

as 2300 tons (2086 tonnes) per year (uSpe, 1968). Building

on groundwater recharge areas and withdrawing large amounts
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of vrater have caused many urban and suburban regions to im-

port drinking water at high costs (f'abos, 1979). The costs

of development that does not analyze environmentar effects
are borne not only by the homeowner, but by all of society.
Communities have attempted to direct orderly growth and

avoid these costs by instituting master land use p1ans. Too

frequently though, master plans have not addressed natural
resources thoroughly.

2.1 .2 Natura I Resources in Planninq

Previously, planners approached natural resources manage-

ment issues on a single problem/single solution basis. They

have al-so taken a crisis response; vraiting until a sma1l

problem becomes a crisis, which has had a long and ignoble

tradiÈion (Spirn, 1984). Many authors have suggested that
planning officials approach the suburban community as a part

of t,he natural ecosystem (Dasmann | 1972; Odum, 1969) , and

t,hat the inherent constraints and opportunities of natural
resources be considered (nabos, 1979¡ McHarg, 1969¡ Rodgers,

1979; Spirn, 1984). The interrelatedness of the natural- en-

vironment's cycles and components provides direction in how

to approach natural resources management. For example, the

hydrological, atmospheric, and nutrient cycles evident in a

suburban forest are multi-purpose in nature. In addition to
being of aesthetic value, the forest acts as an air filter
and coolant, a noise buffer, a stormwater detention basin,
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and has a variety of other functions. It is ignorant not to
have physical and natural constraints and opportunities as

the premier bases for aII development questions (Spirn,

1984). The constraints and opportunities of natural re-
sources must be inventoried during master plan and ordinance

preparation periods.

National, State and County agencies have developed exten-

sive reservoirs of natural resources information to aid de-

velopers, and planning consultants while preparing master

plans and ordinances. Soil- surveys, aerial photographs,

vegetation and land use maps are examples. Aerial photo-

graphs are used for various land surveys, and soil surveys

describe bearing capacities and suitabiLity for different
Land uses. There are many other environmental data sources

available and their applications are numerous. The sources

relevant to Oakland County, and their applications are cri-
tiqued in Chapter IV. Many useful sources of environmental

information exist, but some criticisms of their nature and

extent are also evident.

2.1.3 The Need for Comprehensible Data

Vink (1983) Uetieves instead of leaving large urban areas

blank on geological and soil maps more research should be

completed. Wildlife data are deficient, in many planning

agencies' data bases. Water quality data are often unavail-

abler or based on poorly kept records (Carey, 1972). per-
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haps more important than the extent

form it takes for users. Fabos (1979

of information is the

) states that although

technically sound and

, most decisions af-
other non-specialists.

the education level of

available environmental information is
suitable for environmental specialists
fecting natural resources are made by

Therefore, information should reflect
its intended users.

For information to be practical, it must be comprehensi-

ble for intended users. Inventories are simply tables full
of numbers, and maps merely pretty pictures until they are

utilized. The professionals who use environmental informa-

tion and control development in urbanized regions (planners,

engineers, lawyers) have usually had limited environmental

training (Dorney, 1975). In addition to implementing educa-

tion programsr ân effective means of enabling professionals

to use natural- resources information is to have the data in
an understandable form. Selman (1981) explains that some

suburban resource problems have resulted because planners do

not have straightforward and readily comprehensible resource

assessments. Preparing scientific data in a discernable

form is essential if county planning agencies are to assist
community planners. This need is apparent in the field of

soil science for example. The growth of scientific knowl-

edge on soils has made it harder to directly interpret the

practical aspects of the basic scientific maps for practical
purposes (Vin¡< , 1983 ) . Ef f ective natural resources data

must be made understandable for those using it.
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2.1.4 The Need for Inteqrated Ðata

À second essential facet of effective data is their coor-

dination into an accessible format. In addition to putting

data into laymen's terms, this facet means integrating the

numerous data so users derive the advantages of all data.

It has been noted that the prime cause of governments' in-
ability to deal with resource problems (e.g. pollution, re-

source depletion) is the lack of ability to collate and com-

prehensively understand the great amount of environmental

data already in existence (Beatty , 1978). The need for tak-
ing an interdisciplinary approach to natural resources in-
formation gathering and presentation is not new. The single
problem/single solution approach mentioned earlier might

have been due to a lack of integrated data. It is difficult
for users to combine many disjointed data items so that

knowledge is gained from each source. Officials and profes-

sionals have not become accustomed to gathering and under-

standing data on a large scale (Palmer, 1981).

Resource assessments are required for planning documents,

and assessments require much environmental data. The data

have to be presented in a systematic manner, and not an in-
dividual problem basis if they are to be employable by plan-

ners and resource managers. The gap between existing infor-
mation and its users has to be elirninated (O'Callaghan,

1gg4).
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Some suburban community planners have written environmen-

ta1Iy sensible planning documents with the aid of integrated

natural resources data bases. Àpproaches to suburban natu-

ral resources management include planning,documents such as

master and recreation plans, and sensitive land and zoning

ordinances.

2.2 APPROACHES TO SUBURBAN NÀTURÀL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

2.2.1 Traditional Planninq Tools

The tools available to suburban community officials for
managing natural resources are basically those used for
guiding land use. Prominent among them are the master land

use plan and zoning ordinance. Briefly, the master plan

projects growth patterns 15 to 25 years into the future and

suggests desired land allocations to accommodate expected

population and land use changes. The master plan does not

control- land use, it is an advisory tool. The zoning ordi-
nance is much more definitive. It is a highly legal docu-

ment describing property setback and density requirements,

and allowable land uses and variances. The zoning ordinance

is based on desired land uses described in master plans.

Other ordinances that strictly control land use are sensi-

tive lands ordinances such as wetlands and woodlands protec-

tion ordinances. These regulations usually include restric-
tions on intensive development in the protected areas. Most

communities have master plans and zoning ordinances, yet
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very few have sensitive lands ordinances. The latter manage

natural resources more directly, but are more recent in de-

velopment and have not yet been widely adopted (Smith,

1980), so for the majority of suburban communities, the mas-

ter plan and zoning ordinance are the present tools for nat-

ural resources management. A commentary on the strength of

master plans is that "so long as the plan is advisory, its
chance of realization will be illusory" (USDÀ, 1968). A1-

though master plans are essentially suggestive in nature,

their strength can be improved by containing more site spe-

cific data. If there is supportive evidence for recommended

uses on particular tracts of land, less conflict and more

validity will result.

Supplemental instruments for guiding land use, and thus

natural resources use, are the recreation plan and the site
or development plan review. Recreation plans normally tar-
get lands with high resource values to be set aside for
parks. This is an effective tool, yet can only address cer-
tain sites within a municipality and not the entire munici-
pality. The site plan review is an administrative step

forcing developers to meet zoning ordinance requirements,

and in a sense can control whether or not soils are eroded,

water is polluted or natural resources are mismanaged. Dean

(1985) carrs the site pran review "the keystone to sensitive
land protection". These other methods are fairly effective,
but still the master land use plan receives most attention
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aL planning commission meetings, and is in the public eye

more often. Snyder (1981) states that "it is through local
master plans and appropriate provisions in zoning and other

locaI ordinances that the fuII range of environmental ele-
ments can be given adequate protection". Therefore, methods

used to make the plan more environmentally sound are out-
lined.

2"2.2 Master Plan Preparation

Various approaches to master plan preparation can be tak-
en. The simple path of planning future development adjacent

Lo existing roads might be takenr or one so complex that
only the designer understands its rationale. Àn approach

that recognizes that certain lands are more appropriate for
certain uses than others is one that is compatible with ef-
fective natural resources management. Consequently, this
approach to suburban planning is recurrently suggested by

various authors (Fabos, 1979; McKibbon, 1981; Selman; 1981;

Vink, -1983), but was most eloquently described by McHarg

(1969). The approach has variably been termed land classi-
fication, land capability and land suitability. The con-

cepts and procedures recommended by the authors differ some-

what but are essentially similar.

This method relies on thorough resource inventories and

maps obtained from county and state agencies or prepared by

the planner. After community objectives are consideredr so
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too are the constraints natural resources pose and the op-

portunities they present. constraints include naturar lnaz-

ard areas such as floodprains and landsride areas, and sen-

sitive resource areas such as wetlands. Soil and slope

suiLabirity are two opportunities the environment provides.

A ranking system is then utilized, which assigns Iow to high
quarity varues for each feature. Mapping of feature values

forrows. Graphic techniques involving shading and overrays

are used in the mapping process. This process is also dis-
cussed in chapter v. The finar product is a composite of
information on one map that portrays different areas and

levels of development suitability. From this Râp, appropri-
ate intensities of development are proposed for the appro-
priate lands. An exampre of the overray process is shown in
Figure 4. The information shown is not the same as that
used in master plans, rather this inf ormation r,¡as used under

another method that utilizes an environmental data base for
natural resources management. However, the procedure is the

same.

2.2.3 À Computerized Approach

The overlay method described above has novl been imple-

mented in geographic information systems (crs). The recent

advent of widespread computer utirization has hastened the

development of many computerized Grss. o'callaghan (1984)

defines a GIS as an automated tool for the efficient stor-
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â9€, analysis, and presentation of geographic data. Since

most natural resources data are depicted on maps, the appli-
cations of GISs for natural resources management have been

numerous. Figure 4 is an example, more are given below.

À GIS stores information on different environmental and

social topics on magnetic disks. Through computer manipula-

tion information can be overlayed in graphic or tabular
form. Essentially the same overlay procedure as described

earlier can be implemented with a GIS for master plan prepa-

ration, only everything is automated. Other applications
are numerous. For example, Environment Canada has used

their GIS for environmental impact statements, national
parks planning, definition of conflicting resource use are-

âs, and many other studies (nnvironment Canada, 1981a).

In addition to the advantage of multiple applications, a

GIS is effective because of compact storage, easy retriev-
ability, time saving, and custom organization of data to the

user's needs. Overlays may be interchanged and viewed with-
out producing hardcopies. GISs are also suggested as effec-
tive data base organizers because as Beatty (1978) wrote

about the manual alternative "there are too many variables

and processes for integrating data from several maps and

sources, and those processes are too weak." The difficult
and tedious task of conventional map analysis resuLts in

less than full use of the data (environment Canada, 1981a).

Further discussion of the GIS concept is included in Chapter

v.
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Whether it is aided by computers or done in the McHarg

manner, the future use of spatial information systems to aid

natural- resources management will increase dramatically.

2.3 lHE OAKLAND COUNTY PERSPECTIVE

The conservation of Oakland County's natural resources is
a major concern of the Oakland County Planning Ðivision. To

assist constituent municipalities in similar pursuits the

Ðivision has prepared maps, documents, and model ordinances

related to the environment. Therefore, OCPD already has an

existing data base. The research objective of this study

vras to arrange their data in a format that is accessible and

comprehensible to the public.

Although the Planning Division's data base is extensive,

agriculture and wildlife are treated in a topical manner.

Ànother consideration for the County is data related to wa-

ter. Since there are over 400 lakes and much in the way of

wetlands in the County, water is an important consideration.
À detailed analysis of the County data base is found in

Chapter IV. The analysis examines data sources and identi-
fies data deficiencies. After the data base is complete, to

be helpful to communities it has to be easy to use"

In the preceding discussion, methods of data manipulation

were briefly reviewed. Further research clarified the data

needs of users, and the nature of the data base. The fol-
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lowing chapter addresses the natural resources data needs of

users, and significant natural resources management issues

in Oakland County.
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Chapter III
INFORMÀTTONAL ÀND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN

OÀKLAND COUNTY

Suburban community planners require environmentat infor-
mation for assistance in managing the land and natural re-
sources of their communities. The preceding chapter touched

upon some of. the general data needs of planners. This chap-

ter specifically addresses the perceptions, expectations and

needs of planners within Oakland County of natural resources

and data concerning their management. Along with statistics
documenting environmental problems within the County, these

data signify the major informational and environmental is-
sues in the County.

Various research methods vrere complementarily utilized to

determine perceptions, expectations and needs of planners.

Questionnaires, interviews and planning document review were

combined to achieve a balanced research approach and to

eliminate a reliance on only one research method. The ap-

plication of varied research techniques is termed "triangu-
Iation of methods" and is deemed desirable (nabbie, 1973).

Questionnaires were employed to review opinions of a large

population. Interviews provided more comprehensive answers

and added a personal touch to data. Review of community

planning documents resulted in an understanding of mutually
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agreed upon statements reflecting community-wide approaches

to natural resources and their management. Findings from

each method were considered equally valid, and no single

method was accorded more credence than any other in this
study.

a

1

1.1 Rationale for Surveving Planners

In an effort to determine environmental information needs

and to limit the number of survey recipients, it was most

appropriate to survey the primary users of that information,

and persons representing larger populations.

The decision-making process in community planning in-
volves the public, planners and community politicians. Fig-

ure 5 portrays the process and the interaction between par-

ticipants and OCPD. Throughout the process, concerned

citizens provide input, and ultimately politicians (ttre city
council- or mayor, township board or supervisor etc.) make

the final decisions. Planners derive authority to plan and

to consider the public's concerns from elected officials and

from the populace they serve. Planners interpret public de-

sires and incorporate them into plans. Public input is re-
quired from the outset, otherwise the resultant plan is in-
effectual and not representative (Altshu1er, 1966).

Although politicians have the final say in decisions, it is
the planners who synthesize environmental information and

à SURVEY OF INFORMATION USERS
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affect the specific aspects of natural resources management

more closely. Politicians depend on their planning staffs
to provide them with accurate and sound plans.

In addition to being an intricate link in the planning

decision-making process, planners are the primary users of

environmental information. Figure 5 shows that developers,

lobby groups and individuals also use environmental informa-

tion, buL planners utilize it to the greatest extent. Àn

integrated and comprehensive data base would aid planners in
preparing sound plans.

Based on their role in the decision-making process and as

primary environmental information users, planners were con-

sidered the most appropriate group for surveying. Planners

come in the form of private planning consultants, community

staff planners, and community planning commissioners. PIan-

ning commission chairpersons were considered to represent

the commission, thus lowering the number of persons sur-
veyed. In totaI, 94 persons received surveys. This number

incl-udes planning commission chairpersons from a1l County

communities (61 ), any pranning staff director associated

with the communities (16), and all private planning consurt-
ants retained by numerous County communities (17). In a

sense then, a sample population was not chosen, rat.her, aIl
primary users were surveyed.
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3.1.2 A Few Facts About the Ouestionnaires

Three different questionnaires were designed to survey

the three unique populations. Since the objective of the

questionnaires vras to determine the same thing (perceptions)

for aII populations, only slight variations exist among them

(See Àppendix À for a copy of the survey and minor altera-
tions to it, and the accompanying letter sent to recipi-
ents). Certain guidelines were considered during the ques-

tionnaire design stage. Babbie (1973), and Berdie and

Ànderson (1974) suggest statistically computable closed-end-

ed questions, exhaustive response categories, concise i.n-

structions, the use of clarifying statements, ample white

space, and pre-testing. Attention vras given to all of the

above suggestions. Guidelines proposed by Berdie and Ànder-

son (1974), and followed during preparation of the accompa-

nying letter were discussion of the questionnaire's purpose,

how a respondent was chosen and might benefit, offer of as-

sistance, additional copies and survey results, inclusion of

a stamped, self addressed envelope, and a plea for prompt

completion and return. Care was taken in questionnaire and

Iett,er design based on the assumption that a well designed

questionnaire would result in a higher response rate.

Surveys were sent between May 30 - June 1 0, 1 985 and were

returned over the period of June 4 - August 8, 1985. The

response rates for the three unique populations varied by

less than 15e". The highest response rate ( 59e") was f rom
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private planning consultants. Response was 56eo by planning

staff directors, and 47e" by planning commission chairper-
sons. An overall response rate of 51e" was reached. Babbie

(1973) considers a 50% response rate adequate. It is inter-
esting to note, and is perhaps reflected in the response

rate, t,hat about 28e" of. County communities appointed nevr

planning commission chairpersons within the survey period,

i.e., June to September, 1985.

Statistics are customarily reported throughout survey re-

su1ts, and are often referred to as precise indicators of

public opinion. In this report, statistical analysis was

confined to caLculations of arithmetic means for each popu-

lation group for the various questions, and statistics are

used to simplify survey recipients' responses. Caut i on

should be taken when attempting to use the arithmetic means

as indicators of general trends. Since two of the sub-

groups, planning staff directors and planning consult,ants,

consisted of only 9 and 10 respondents respectively, their
responses cannot be extrapolated to reflecÈ public opinion.
The smalI number of total respondents characterize this sur-
vey as more of a census than a general opinion survey. As

yras stated earlier, surveys vrere used in con junction with

other research methods to complement and supplement each

other. Therefore, the following discussion of survey gues-

tions and results should be viewed as but a portion of the

needs, expectations and perceptions review.
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3. 1 .3 Ouestions and Answers

The structure of the following discussion of results is a

listing of the question posed, followed by the relevant
findings for each population. More extensive survey statis-
tics appear in Àppendix A, Most questions involve a rating
scale of 1 to 5, with a negative response being 1 and a po-

sitive response being 5. Other questions involve brief
written responses or checking of boxes.

One of the first questions asked survey recipients their
tenure in their positions. Planning commission chairpersons

had been commissioners for an average of I years, with a

range of responses from 2 to 30 years. Consultants had been

practising for 16 years and planning staff directors had

been in their positions for an average of 13 years. These

figures imply thaL respondents have had sufficient time to
become acquainted with the planning processf environmental

issues and data needs.

The next question asked "How important are the following
environmental issues to the citizens of your community?r' It
yras understood that some recipients may initially not have

an opinion on this and numerous subsequent questions. By

not including a "no opinion" column, the questions forced

respondents to form opinions. For this guestion, water pol-
lution received the highest mean score by chairpersons and

consultants. Directors responded that loss of woodlands vras
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a very important issue to the citizenry. Ànother important

issue receiving a high mean rating vras groundwater contami-

nation. Resource recycring received the rowest marks for
this and the following question

Question 4 asked about staff and commission involvement

in environmentar issues. Both popurations responded they

$¡ere most involved with addressing decreased landscape

aesthetics. Flooding yras another issue receiving high rat-
ing. The means for this question were considerably lower

than those for the previous question. This discrepancy im-

plies that involvement in an issue by planners could be im-

proved to become more representative of public interests.

One question queried respondents on how they perceived

their colreagues' understanding of environmental concepts.

The wording of this question allowed respondents to group

themselves rvith their peers without feering embarassed by

having to ansr{er how werr they themserves understood the

concepts. Àr1 populations responded that the naturar func-
tions of wetrands were most understood and nutrient cycles
were least understood. Scores for planning commissioners

vlere invariably rower, indicating that professionars are

more versed in the concepts, and commissioners wourd benefit
from education in this field. On a scale of 1 (do not un-

dersÈand) to 5 (understand well), not one concept on the

commissioners' surveys received an average higher than 3.
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Question 6 asked respondents to write down particular
natural resources management issues requiring more attention
in their community. Problems ranged from weed control in
Iakes to groundwater contamination, air pollution, decrease

in landscape aesthetics, and arso the issues that were noted

most often, flooding and stormwater management, and the pro-
tection of woodlands and wetrands. These listings irrus-
trate present environmental issues in Oakland County.

Àfter inquiring about environmental issues and concerns,

the surveys then addressed information issues. The next

question asked respondents whether or not they knew of the

existence of environmentar data at planning Division offic-
es. À very high rate of the professional respondents knew

of the data. Planning directors rated highest, with 91eo in-
formed. consurtants were close behind at BEeo of respondents

answering yes. A 62eo majority of pranning commission chair-
persons were cognizant of the data's existence.

Àlthough most people surveyed knew of the planning Ðivi-
sion's environmental data, many had never contacted ocpD for
this data. Àpproximately 7jeo of the chairpersons surveyed

and 90e" of the directors, had never contacted ocpD for envi-
ronmental data. The earlier hypothesis that the Division's
data is underused is supported by these figures. Contrast-
ing with these figures are those reported for consurtants.

OnIy 1 0c. had never contacted the Division for environmental

data.
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Respondents were then questioned on the quality of OCpD's

environmental data sources. Consultant.s and direct,ors rated

aerial photographs as very good sources. ActuaIIy, consult-
ants unanimously rated airphotos 5 on a scale of 1 to 5.

AIso rated highly was the County soil survey. Chairpersons

vrere quite generous in their rating, with 5 of the I sources

listed scoring higher than 4. They rated the document Con-

serve Oakland Countv's Natural Resourcesl highest.
environmental ordinances vrere rated lowest by aI1.

Model

It 1S

ironic to note that a source not yet availabre to the pubric

and deliberately listed in this question, received scores

higher than 3 by all three populations. One might conclude

that respondents were confused about source titres, or about

avairabre sources. The above figures were considered when

the data base review and final framework were prepared.

Information needs were addressed in Question 10. One

similarity recognized in the resurts of this question was

that consultants and chairpersons rated waste management

highest in the respect of more information needed. ÀIso,

arr three popurations rated information need about agricur-
ture as lowest. No perceivable trend existed in consult-
ants' responses. Excluding waste management, the mean for
information needs for consultants ranged only from 3.4 to
3.7. This lack of trend is evident in the other populations

as well, yet not to this narror.r extent.
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The importance of natural resources in various planning

activities was gauged in the next question. ÀtI three popu-

lations felt natural resources vrere very important in commu-

nity master plan preparation. They rated it upwards of 4.5.

The generally high rat,ings all activities received (none

less than 3.8) may be construed as a high level of awareness

of natural resources in planning, or more likely, a reflec-
tion of the leading nature of this question. However, the

ratings do portray the generally agreed upon idea that natu-

raI resources are important in planning activities, espe-

cially the master plan. Conflicting data concerning the in-
clusion of natural resources in planning documents is found

later in this chapter.

Finally, the questionnaires inquired on the subjects of

the forms information could take and how it is best present-

ed. It was unanimous that the map is the easiest used form

of natural resources information. ÀIso consistent among the

three populat.ions vras the belief that statistics about natu-

ra] resources vrere most di f f icult to use.

were helpful in design of the framework.

These findings

Consultants and directors rated information bulletins and

pamphlets as the most effective means of public education.

A video or slide presentation was rated most effective by

chairpersons. The remaining methods of presentations in-
cluded workshops, documents and others. For the remaining

methodsr no trend emerged among the responses as to their
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effectiveness. The variation in scores for these means of

presentation suggests the use of complementary means to

achieve effectiveness. rhis suggestion vlas examined during

f ramework preparat ion.

3.1.4 Siqnificant Survev Findinqs

The preceding discussion of questionnaire results sug-

gests some general conclusions about environmental and in-
formational issues within Oakland County. It Ì¡as determined

at Èhe outset of the results section that respondents were

experienced in the field of community planning, having an

average of at least eight years of planning background. The

major environmental- issues expressed differed for the citi-
zens and the community planners. It vras felt that citizens
think water pollution, groundwater contamination, and the

loss of woodlands are important issues. Planning commis-

sions and staffs have been involved with flooding and de-

creased landscape aesthetics problems. Planners feel that

even more attention should be devoted to flooding, and the

protection of woodlands and wetlands. It was determined

that some type of environmental education would be benefi-

cial for planning commissioners.

On the topic of informational

that aJ.though a sizeable majority

of environmental data at OCPD,

only consultants contact OCPD for

issues, it v¡as concluded

is aware of the existence

of the three populations,

data. Two County informa-
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tion sources stand ouL as very favourable; Conserve Oakland

County's Natural Resources! and the County soil survey"

Unfortunately, there were no trends in information needs be-

sides two populations rating waste management high. It vras

generally acknowledged that consideration of natural re-
sources vras very important during master plan preparation,

The final two conclusions signify the effectiveness of visu-
a1 presentation of information. Of the different forms that
natural resources information can take, maps vrere deemed

easiest to use. AIso emphasizing the visual aspect vras the

preference for video or slide presentations and information-
aI brochures. À combination of presentation methods was de-

termined most effective.

The findings described above were utilized in association
with interview and document review findings for determina-

tion of major natural resources management issues within the

County and as background material during framework prepara-

tion. Results from interviews fo11ow.

3.2 TNTERVIEWS WITH INFORMATION USERS

It was initialJ-y proposed that a proportional representa-

tive selection of communities would have their planning doc-

uments reviewed and an official interviewed to glean compre-

hensive information regarding natural resources. A

methodorogy yras devised that crassified county communities

as urban, suburban, or rural. Then, a random proportional
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selection of communities to be reviewed was performed. The

rationale for this methodology, and a map depicting the fi-
nal community typology utilized are found in Appendix C.

The communities chosen represent 25% of the County communi-

ties and are listed below. (Pl-ease see Figure 3, p"4 f or

geographic locations) .

SUBURBAN URBÀN
Bloomfield HiIIs Berkley
Bloomfield Twp Huntington Woods
Independence Twp Keego Harbor
Milford Lathrup Village
Sylvan Lake Pleasant nidge
Troy
!.1est BIoomf ield Twp

RURAL
Lyon Twp
Oakland Twp
Oxford Twp
Springfield Twp

Difficulties with scheduling interviews because of summer

vacations and new chairpersons taking office prompted an aI-
t.eration to research plans. All of the above communities'

planning documents were reviewed. However, after it was re-
alized that not aII community representatives could be in-
terviewed, the basis for interviews vras altered to simply

discuss environmental and informational issues with repre-
sentatives of any community or organization possible. Offi-
cials from some of the communities listed above, Bloomfield

Hi11s, Independence Township, Berkley, Pleasant Ridge, Oak-

Iand Township and Springfield Township, were interviewed,
but so too vlere representatives from Southfield, Novi and

environmental agencies. A complete list of interviewees ap-

pears in Appendix B. Instead of achieving a representative
proportion, the interviews redefined objective was to garner

as much public input as possible.
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Interviews were loosely structured to create a positive
atmosphere. Some questions v¡ere directly posed, and com-

ments were aired for discussion. As usualr vrith personal

interviews, adherence to a definitive risting and ordering

of questions seldom occurred. A list of potentiar questions

and points for discussion appears in Appendix B.

3.2.1 I nterview Notes and Ouotes

Interview results are not easily quantified or typified,
but general feelings and perceptions can be identified
through review. GeneraL comments emphasized berow are not

attributed to any particular person unless they are direct
quotes. This is done for purposes of summarization.

Most interviews emphasized natural resources information-
a1 issues, with some discussion of environmental issues.

Similar to survey results, the main environmental issues

mentioned vrere groundwater quality, flooding, and the pro-
tection of wetlands. A tendency noticed in the southeastern

urbanized communities (uerkley, Bloomfield HiIls, pleasant

Ridge and Southfield) was that public participation in natu-

ral resources and planning issues was quite low.

Comments relating to the planning process also amplified
findings of the surveys. Many persons interviewed tord of

the rapid turnover of planning commission members and how

this transLates into a need for constant re-education of
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members of environmental and planning concepts. Joe Brett,
former City of Novi Planning Commission chairperson, felt
the frequent reorganization of pranning commissions is bene-

ficial since I'it brings in new ideas". The need for a bet-
ter use of planning tools, e.9., master pIans, to help man-

age natural resources vras suggested by several.

Since informational issues are major subjects in this
study, most of the interview questions and comments relate
to what information is needed and the best ways of informing
people. Again, answers from the interviews support survey

f indings. Maps vrere praised as excellent forms for display-
ing and communicating natural resources information. How-

ever, many people felt that maps alone were not enough. À

number of persons proposed that maps be followed up with
some type of education. Posters, charts and workshops were

proffered as effective educational tools. Ken Delbridge of

Independence Township suggested a group workshop where plan-
ning commissioners and planners from many communities courd

meet and rearn of the importance of natural resources infor-
mation in the planning process. Others expounded on this
concept and proposed the use of a factual scenario to por-

tray the practical implications of this information. Two

people said that in all educational efforts, OCPD should em-

phasize the idea that conserving natural resources means

management and use, not preservation. The need for addi-

tional Division efforts other than information production
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was tersely summarized by Helen WitIis of Oakland Township

when she said "don't sit on your information, geL it out".

The numerous perceptions and suggestions offered by in-
terviewees are quite similar to survey findings. Comparable

results in perceptions of environmental issues, the planning

process, and maps were achieved. Dissimilar results relate
to public education and presentation techniques, and the im-

portance of natural resources in planning activities. It
vtas felt that natural resources could be incorporated more

into planning tools. À1so, v¡orkshops trere accorded much im-

portance as a presentation method. This point further sup-

ports the previous proposition that a combination of comple-

mentary presentation means would be effective. These two

findings differ slightty from those determined through sur-
veys. ÀI1 findings erere reviewed before framework prepara-

tion. AIso considered were document review results. À dis-
cussion on that subject follows.

')) A REVIEW OF SELECTED COMMUNITY PLANNING DOCUMENTS

The master plan and other planning documents were accord-

ed much importance for natural resources management in the

surveys and in Chapter II. Since they are such important

sources for community natural resources management I a brief
review of selecLed documents vras performed. Master plans

provide good information regarding overal-1 community per-

spectives of natural resources (Rodgers, 1976). Therefore,
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this review contributes to achieving the first research ob-

jective, stated in Chapter I. The representative proportion

described concisely for interview selection and fully in Ap-

pendix C was utilized here as well for determining which

communities' documents were reviewed. The Iist of communi-

ties appears on page 46. Each document is not reviewed sep-

arately, rather, only exceptional ones are granted more dis-
cussion. The other documents are grouped together and

summar i zed.

3"3.1 Master Plans

Since most other planning documents are based upon the

text and maps of master plans, master plans were reviewed

first. A standard master land use plan contains descrip-

tions of the physical and built environments and the popula-

tion, forecasts future population and land use growth, lists
community goals and objectives, and suggests future patterns

of land use. Some of the master plans reviewed vrere simply

maps with no explanation. Others vrere standard in presenta-

tion. A few master plans differed by including natural re-
sources considerations. Out of the 16 documents reviewed, I
contained some reference to environmental concerns. Most of

these I considered natural resources only for park and rec-

reation purposes. Two documents had sections entitled natu-

ral feaÈures or natural resources, and two others even had

entire chapters devoted to t,he subject. However, even
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though I documents mentioned natural resources, only three

out of 16 (MiIford, Oakland Township and Oxford township)

had community objectives directly related to natural re-

sources management. Exemplary among those three is Oakland

Township's Master Land Use PIan. The first community goal

stated is "To preserve or utilize the natural resources to

benefit the whole township". This master plan differs from

all others reviewed because it was based on the development

suitability index concept described in Chapter II. The car-
rying capacity of the land was considered. This plan is ex-

ceptional though, and one of only three that incorporated

natural resources in community-guiding objectives.

3.3.2 Zoninq Ordinances

The master plan is largely advisory, but zoning and other

ordinances are 1ega11y binding documents that influence de-

velopment and the use of natural resources. The structure
of zoning ordinances is even more standard than master

plans. They can be easily adapted for different communities

by simply changing a few names and figures. The legal de-

scriptions contained in zoning ordinances cover all land use

zones within the community. À few of the ordinances re-
viewed contained agriculture, parks and recreation and

planned unit development zones that strictly Iimit develop-

ment. Àgain, only three of the 16 community documents di-
rectly addressed natural resources. The àoning ordinance of
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Troy contains an environmental protection district that

"shaIl provide open space, protect the area from erosion and

flooding and generate clean water and air". West Bloomfield

Township has a Floodplain, Floodway, Watercourse and Wetland

Protection ordinance at present and officiars are now draft-
ing a woodlands protection ordinance. Other exceptions to
standard zoning practice are the naturar resources ordinanc-

es embellished in Oakland Township's ordinance system. The

Township has a Conservation of Natural Resources Ordinance

and a Floodplains and Wetlands Protection Ordinance. These

three communities have Iegally acceptable means for managing

natural resources within their borders.

I^Ihile the preceding r¡ras but a review of 25eo of the County

communities, it does indicate that very few communities have

adopted documents that utilize natural resources Iimitations
and opportunities as guiding development forces. Even

though ordinances and plans are the best sources for pro-

tecting environmental elements (Snyder, 1981) they are sel-
dom utilized. Their potential has largely gone untapped.

comparing these resurts with survey results that indicate
planners feel natural resources are important in planning

documents, suggests a conflict. If the interest exists, vrhy

are natural resources not incorporated more fuIIy into docu-

ments? One might conclude that the problem is associated

with a lack of information or knowledge on application of

environmental data. This issue is addressed in Chapter V.
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The following section details the fourth, and last, method

employed to investigate environmental and informational is-
sues, needs and perceptions in Oakland County.

3.4 À REVTEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL STÀTISTICS

The previous sections mentioned some major environmental

issues predicated on perceptions of persons who were inter-
viewed or surveyed, and on planning documents. perceptions

is the key word here. Perceptions do not always reflect
real life. Statistics produced by various government agen-

cies that portray environmental problems within the County

are discussed to portray actual problems. Not all extant

natural resources issues are measured by statistics. The

topics mentioned below are those for which statistics were

avairable on a county level. The absence here of statistics
portraying significant issues previously discussed does not

imply those issues are insignificant. For example, ground-

water contamination has been discussed throughout this chap-

ter but statistics regarding its quality require analysis of

a multitude of well logs. This has not been done on a Coun-

ty-wide leveI.

Starting with a review of unpublished statistics produced

at OCPD, it vras noted that farmland loss has been quite ex-

tensive over the last two decades. À study that examined

this topic over the 15 year period between 1966 and 1981

shows that over 20,000 acres (8200 ha) that were actively
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cultivated in 1966 had been fuIIy developed in urban uses by

1981. This figure can be restated as 32.6 square miles
(82.8 sguare kilometres) or over 3.6e" of. the County's 1and

area. Two townships each lost over 4 square miles (10

sguare kilometres) of farmland. See Appendix D for a com-

plete listing of figures and a

farmland loss in Oakland County.

visual representation of

Another County government division that has produced en-

vironmentally related statistics is the Hearth Division.
The Ðivision took over 800 v¡ater samples at 59 lakes in the

County in 1982 to measure waLer pollution. Lakes with geo-

metric averages berow 200 fecal coliform (an undesirable hu-

man bacteria that indicates pollution) are considered accep-

tabre for totar body contact. À11 lakes tested v¡erl below

the 200 lever. Arthough citizen interest in water pollution
$¡as perceived to be high in the surveys, fortuitously there
is not a water pollution problem within the County.

Information regarding soil erosion is recorded by the

county soir conservation service, united states Department

of Agriculture. As a part of the 1982 Natural Resources In-
ventory, the Service sampled over 260 sites and concluded

that some soils were eroding as fast as 16 tons/acre/year
(36 tonnes/ha/year). Results from the Inventory indicate
that 82,600 acres (33,441 ha) in the County require soil
conservation practices to reduce soil erosion. This equates

to over 14e" of the county's land area, a signif icant amount.

Erosion statistics appear in Appendix E.
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The only non-County agency that has produced statistics
regarding natural resources on a County level is the Great

Lakes Basin Commission Floodplains Work Group. In 1975 the

Commission calculated estimated average annual damages by

floods. The damages were reported in 1970 dollars and were:

computed on the basis of the expectancy in any one
year of the amounts of damage that would result
from events throughout the full range of potential
magnitude (Great Lakes Basin Commission Flood-
plains Work Group, 1975) .

Damages in 1970 v¡ere estimated at $150r000 and forecasted

for 2000 at $550,000 (1970 dollars). These dolIar figures
are factual evidence that support the perceptions reported

earlier that accorded flooding and floodplains much impor-

tance. See Àppendix F for more flood damage statistics.

The above figures were presented simply to augment the
previous three review methods. Results from all four meth-

ods were compared and analyzed and became the basis for the
primary environmenLal and informational- issues within the

County. A concise listing of these issues follows.

3.5 rHE TSSUES

The varied research methods of surveys, interviews, docu-

ment and statistical review generated a considerable amount

of data regarding perceptions, needs and expectations of

naturar resources data and environmental issues. Based on

analysis of research resurts, the forlowing issues became

apparent;
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Envi ronmental

1. The loss of woodlands and wetlands.

2. Groundwater contamination.

3. Flooding and floodplains.
4. Àgricultural issues erosion, farmland loss.

Informational

1. Natural resources are considered a vital'component, in
planning documents, but their management is seldom

entrenched in those documents.

2. Some form of environmental education is desirable for
planning commission members.

3. The Planning Division's data are underutilized.
4. The County soil survey and Conserve Oakland Countv's

Natural Resources! are beneficial data sources.

5. A visual presentation of environmental daLa is effec-
tive. Maps and posters are suggested.

6. À presenLation or education program should involve a

combination of methods, e.g., workshops, video pro-
grams, scenarios.

3.6 SUMMÀRY

The dual role Oakland County Planning Division must play

in relation to environmental information became apparent in
the analysis in this chapter. In addition to producing ac-

curate and current data, t,he Division must also act as an
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educator when distributing information. There are many en-

vironmenta] issues that the Division can become invorved

with by providing information. Guiding concepts for the

County to consider when producing information are that it
must be easily understood, and provide users the ability to

understand natural resources management and incorporate it
in community planning. À framework integrates these con-

cepts. Before a framework is proposed, the present status

of the data base is described. Deficiencies and benefits of

the data base are detailed in the following chapter.
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Chapter IV

THE NATURÀL RESOURCES DATA BASE OF OAKLAND
COUNTY PLANNING DIVISION

AIl data are not created equal. As was noted in the pre-

vious chapter, maps rrere rated as the easiest source to use

and some of OCPD's maps were rated more informative than

others. Maps as data sources are stressed in this study be-

cause they are excellent means of communication (Keates,

1982), and research points to their prominence in the plan-

ning process. Àn earlier investigation into information

provision for planners determined that 75e" of. the practising
planners surveyed responded that maps are their most often

used information sources (Wtrite, 1970). Environmental in-
formation is effectively depicted by graphic and geographic

methods on maps. Reports and statistics are other methods

employed to describe an area's natural resources.

Over the years, members of the Planning Division staff
have prepared many maps and documents that are available to

the public and are related to natural resources. Also held

at OCPD offices are sources produced by other agencies thaL

detail environmental components, (e.g., wetlands, soils) at

an acceptable level of accuracy for the County. In an ef-
fort to define OCPD's data base, aII relevant data sources

are reviewed in this chapter. Comments address their accu-
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racy, currency, complexity, inadequacies, and importance in

the data base. The structure of the review follows three

major environmental components: water, Iand, and biotic re-
lated resources. Miscellaneous data sources and, because of

its encompassing nature, the document conserve oakrand coun-

ty's Natural Resources! (Smith, 1980), are reviewed sepa-

rately following the three components. À concise written
summary of OCPÐ!s data base appears at the end of this chap-

ter. ÀIso, Tab1e 1 on page 74 is a comparative summary of

attributes of many data sources discussed in this chapter.

Aerial photographs are not specifically critiqued here.

Their importance to the data base is not disputed. Actual-
fy, aerial photographs are extensively employed in the pro-

duction of numerous maps and are essential to OCpD's data

base. However, a review of aerial photographs as data

sources would be superfluous. Essential facts concerning

the Planning Ðivisions's aerial photographs are: they are

updated every five years; they are black and white; and

their scale is 1212,000 (1"=1000'). This scale is standard

throughout most of the Division's maps, and attests to the

importance of the photographs. Àerial photographs are es-

sential to the Division's data base.
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4.1 DATA ON WATER RELATED RESOURCES

The hydrological component of our biosphere sustains

1ife, and is therefore accorded much significance in this,
and other county data bases (Dane County Regional Planning

Commission (oCnpC) , 1984; Snyder, 1981 ) . I.Tater related f ea-

tures and resources include surface water, wetlands, ground-

water, and in a sense, floodplains.

4.1.1 Surface Waters

Natural resources such as lakes, ponds, streams and

creeks, and man-made reservoirs and lakes have been mapped

by the Planning Division. This information is contained on

the County and Township base maps and many others. Linear

bodies (streams) and lakes of 5 acres (Z ha) and larger are

mapped. l.lhi Ie sur f ace water i s not a hi ghly dynamic re-
source, because of man's ability to create impoundments and

alter lake leve1s, the most updated depiction of the Coun-

ty's surf ace vraters is desirable. The County and Township

base maps are updated annually for road changes, but do not

incorporate minor surface water changes as weIl. At the

time this report vras being researched, Adrian Haas, the

Planning Division's mapping unit manager, indicated that the

most recent aerial photography that delineated surface wa-

ters vras f lown in 1980. These photographs were utilized in

the production of the Land Usefi,and Cover maps mentioned

earlier. These maps cover the entire County and show water
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bodies of 2.5 acres (l ha) and larger, but do not depict
rivers. The Land Use/Land Cover maps, produced in 1993, are

the most current and detailed sources showing county surface

i{aters such as lakes, and the base maps are the best sources

showing rivers and creeks.

4.1 .2 Wetlands

The term wetlands encompasses ecosystems known as bogs,

marshes, srrramps, potholes, wet meadows and so on. A legal
definition of wetlands appears in the Michigan [.retrand pro-

tection Act (1979) and reads as follows:
...Iand characterized by the presence of water at

a frequency and duration sufficient to support,
and that under normal circumstances does support
wetland vegetation or aquatic 1ife...

The significance of wetlands in performing natural functions
such as wi rdr i fe habi tat , stormwater retent ion , nutr ient
firtration, and groundwater discharge areas has been ex-
pounded upon in numerous ecology texts and need not be fur-
ther discussed. Their importance is recognized in the

statement that "v¡etrands are among the most environmentarly

sensitive and important areas" (snyder, 1 981 ) . community

officiars require accurate wetlands data to help them assem-

bl-e wetlands protection ordinances and master plans.

There are three maps avairabre at ocpD that disptay wet-

rands rocations. The first map to derineate wetrands $ras

drafted in 1977, and is titled Naturar Resource Features.
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This map was the County's first effort at integrating infor-
mation about several natural resources (wet,lands, woodlands,

surface waters, sloped lands, and floodplains) on one map.

The Natural Resource Features map is discussed in other sec-

tions of this chapter as well. Unfortunatefy, because so

much is addressed on this map some features are difficult to
distinguish. Prints of this map appear cluttered with many

lines, tones and symbols. The map was originally produced

at a scale of 1:48,000, making it less detailed than the

other two wetlands sources. It has since been enlarged to a

1212,000 scale. This procedure only amplified initial inac-

curacies. The Natural Resource Features map does not subdi-
vide wetlands into different categories based on vegetation.
This simplifies data for the general public but has limited
applications for ordinances and plans. Ànother feature of

this map that limits its use as an official map in wetlands

ordinances is that only wetlands of 5 acres (Z ha) or larger
are mapped. As vras determined through interviews, ãt a com-

munity leveI, officials desire more detail, i.e., areas less

than 5 acres (Z ha). The criterion used to define wetlands

on this map vrere established before the Michigan Wetland

Protection Act was passed, and conseguently, consistently
wet, poorly drained soils was used instead of vegetation as

a criterion.

A second source portraying wetlands is the National Wet-

lands Inventory, prepared by staff of the United States De-
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partment of Interior in 1978. This map is quite extensive

in coverage. Wetlands of 1 acre (0.405 ha) or larger are

shown. Àlso, each separate wetland is described in geolog-

ical, vegetative and temporal terms by a codeT ê.g.¡ pSSy =

a palustrine, shrub-scrub, intermittent wetland. This map

utilized vegetation as a criterion for defining wetlands.

while this map is extensive in coverage and crassification
of.wetlands, it is perhaps too complex for many users. The

coding system covers numerous variables, and from a graphic

standpoint, the presence of several- four-letter codes and

arrows pointing to outlined wetlands creates a disarray.
The National Wetlands Inventory maps were produced at a

scale of 1224,000, and not on a geographic township base¡ âs

are most other County maps. The United States Geological

Survey quadrangle base used for t.his inventory makes it pos-

sible that as many as four separate maps have to be joined

together to comprise one geographic township. The problems

of different scaLe and base used on the Nationar wetrands

Inventory maps results in difficulties when trying to com-

bine this data with other County sources. Compatibility of
particuLar sources is an important aspect of an integrated
data base.

The third map that deals

Land Cover map produced in 1

der contract with lhe State

wetLands of 2.5 acres (l ha)

with wetlands is the Land Use/

983 by the Planning Division un-

of Michigan. This map shows

and larger. Similar to the Na-
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tional Inventory map, the Land Use/r.and Cover map utilizes
vegetation as a criterion and codes for classification.
However, there are only two distinct wetland categories on

this map: wetlands with emergent plants, and those with

shrubby growth. Based on State guidelines within the con-

tract, wooded wetlands were classified as forests, not wet-

lands. Therefore, although the data is simplified, some

wetlands are omitted from the Land Usef,and Cover map.

Comparing and contrasting the three data sources, advan-

tages and disadvantages of each become apparent. The sim-

plicity of the first source is desirable in some instances,

while the detail and accuracy of the second source are de-

sirable in others. The relative currency of the third
source is attractive. To acquire the favourable attributes
of each source, a combination and refinement of the three

should be considered. If the National Wetlands Inventory

source was altered in

graphic township base,

vray that the maps $¡ere on a geo-

a scale of 1212,000, and the com-

a

at

plex coding system was eliminated, the resulting source

would be more beneficial to users. At the same time though,

more complex information would still be available at the

OCPD offices. The suggested manipulation involves various

procedures that are discussed in the following chapter.
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4.1 .3 Groundwater

The recent public allareness of toxic and hazardous wastes

has prompted many to question their effects on groundwater

quality. Since much of rural Oakland County depends on

groundwater for drinking supplies, information regarding its
quality and geologic occurrence is helpfuI. Interview and

survey results indicated that groundwater contamination is a

major concern of County residents. À nearby county that re-
centry compreted organizing their data base used sensitive
groundwater recharge areas as an integral component (snyder,

1981). unfortunatefy, at present there are no avairabre map

sources in oakland county addressing the topic of groundwa-

ter. A review of two reports describing groundwater re-
sources in oakland County provided no direct information on

hovr a map depicting groundwater depth or quality might be

obtained or created (Mozo1a, 1954; Twenter and KnutilIa,
1972). contact with Dr. George Kunkre of the engineering

consulting firm Neyer, Tiseo and Hindo, Ltd. of Farmington

Hi11s, Michigan indicated that preparation of maps portray-
ing groundwater frow and depth courd be arranged by the firm
at no charge except material costs. Information regarding

the County's groundwater resources is highly desirable.
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4.1 .4 Floodplains

This area of concern could be termed a natural- feature or

a natural resource. rt can also be debated as to whether it
is a land or water related resource. Because floodplains
are so crosely linked to water leve1s of rakes and streams,

this study approaches floodplains as v¡ater related. Fur-

thermore, if reasoning along the argument of classifying
floodplains as land related resources is applied, then for-
ests, terrestrial v¡ildlife and anything else dependent upon

land for existence would be cl-assified as land related.
Simp1y stated, floodplains are low lying land areas adjacent

to water bodies that are inundated with water when existing
channels and bodies are unabre to accommodate spring melt or

rain waters. Floodprains can be classified according to the

probability of occurrence of various flood intensities.
Hencet a 100 year floodplain is the land area needed to ac-

commodate floods that occur once every 100 years. In one

particular year, the probability of a 100 year flood occur-

ring is 1eo. Additional designations for 50 and 500 year

floodplains are often used. Based on government regula-

tions, floodprains are officially considered areas of criti-
cal environmental concern in at least 24 states (tnstitute
for Environmental Studies, 1975), and data regarding them

are considered imperative for a natural resources data base.

The Planning Division has two sources depicting flood-
plain areas. Unfortunately, one source, Floodway Insurance
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Rate Maps (ffnu), prepared under the direction of the Na-

tionar Flood rnsurance Program, does not cover t,he entire
County. Over one-third of the County is not covered on

these maps because many communities are not members in the

insurance program (see Àppendix G for a map depicitng those

areas covered). The FIRM source shows both 100 and 5OO year

floodplains.

The Natural Resource Features ñâp, mentioned earlier,
covers the entire County. Prepared in 1977, this source

shows 100 year floodplain areas registered by the united
states Geological survey, the federar Department of Housing

and urban Deveropment, 1oca1 private consultants, and commu-

nities with floodplain protection ordinances. Às was de-

scribed earrier, this map appears cruttered with much infor-
mation, and floodplain derineations conflict with other
lines depicting rivers, wetlands, woodlands and other fea-
tures. However, since this source is complete and based on

reputable sources, it is considered the best floodplain
source. Àgain, graphic manipulation might be considered to
separate froodplains data and show it arone. To produce the

most updated, accurate and easily understood data base, it
is required to extractr r€fine and modify existing data if
the "perfect" source does not exist.
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4.2 DATA ON LANÐ RELÀTED RESOURCES

The land on which we live is realLy the backbone of the

environment, supporting man, wildlife, plants and many more

components of the natural physical environment. Other coun-

ty data base analyses consider sloped lands, problem soils
and geological resources as important land related resources
(oCnpC,1984; Snyder, 1981). This analysis considers sloped

lands, various aspects of soils and geological resources.

4 "2.1 Sloped Lands

The building of any type of structure on steeply sloped

l-ands has been denounced repeatedly in landscape architec-
ture and ecology texts. Removing vegetation on slopes for
building and harvest increases erosion on these fragile
lands. Slope is measured in terms of percent gradient. For

example, a 10e" gradient translates into a 10 unit vertical
increase for every 100 unit horizontal change. Since the

Natural Resource Features map is the only sloped lands

source, and there are no conflicting criteria used to rnap

slopes, this source is as accurate as any other that might

be produced. This map shows land that is sloped 10% or

greater. Other maps portraying slope have used 10t12,181

20e" or others as a benchmark. A conservative figure of 10eo

results in more land being considered sensitive. To make

slope information from the Natural Resource Features map

more legible, it could be extracted and portrayed singly.
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4.2.2 SoiIs

The shrinking and swelling of clays is undesirable tor

building purposes, yet the water holding capacity of clay is

welcome in agriculture and other pursuits. The porosity of

sand is needed for rapid drainage, but sand's weak bearing

capacity limits development. The diversity of soils and po-

tential land uses upon them requires site and use specific

information. Soil tests are usually conducted before'any

Iarge developments occur.

In an effort to provide preliminary guidance to individu-

a1s and organizations before costly soil tests are conduct-

ed, County and national agencies have prepared soil informa-

tion. Because of the various applications this data may be

used for, the Oakland County Planning Division has grouped

complicated soil type information to address the general

topic of development suitability (discussed in Chapter II).

The Soil Associations map was prepared in 1976, and used

data f rom a previous soil survey of the area (veatch, '1953 ) .

Àlthough this map is easily read, and gives the user an un-

complicated view of where the soils are least and most suit-

able for development, it is predicated on a soil survey

which has since been updated.

The updated version of the Soil Survey of Oakland County,

Michigan (1982) was published by the U.S. Department of Àg-

riculture. This source incorporated new findings since 1953
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about soil
and maps.

characteristics, and contains extensive tables

Each geographic section within the County has

been mapped for soil types, and is shown in the survey by

the use of numerous aerial photograph-based maps. Tables

within the survey detail the behavior of soils under agri-
cultural and various urban land uses. The tables illustrate
limitations of the different soil types. while the number

of non-agricultural applications of soil survey data have

increased dramatically over the last few decades (Rogoff,

1979), it would require extensive analysis by community of-
ficials and individuals to translate the numerous tables

into development suitability informaLion. Àt present, the

wealth of information contained in the soil survey has not

been interpreted and mapped. In addition to creating a de-

velopment suitability mâp, based on the tables other maps

might include suitability for wildIife, forestry, recreation
and of course agriculture. A map ca1led Important Farmland

applies the data listed in the survey tables for agricultur-
aI suitability and is available from the County Soil Conser-

vation Service. To produce other maps it would require an

anaJ-ysis and consolidation of data in the tables, and a

change in scale and combination of the numerous section maps

to achieve a 1¿12,000 scale on a township base. It is log-
ical- for counties to produce this information since it elim-
inates a repetition of effort (Stearns and Montag, 1974).
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4.2.3 Geoloqical Resources

Oakland County's landscape and geological composition

were significanLly affected by glaciation. rn addition to
hills, another resurt of glaciation yras the deposition of

sand and gravel. Mining operations in the County have ex-

tracted sand and gravel for many years. A map titled Ex-

tractive Sites (1982), shows the location of mining opera-

tions. Other available maps relating to geology include
Bedrock Topography (1981 , 1984), and Surficial Geology

(n.d.). The apptications of these sources in the planning

process are limited. They are more relevant for academic

pursuits. One area of geology already addressed in this
chapter that is mapped in other studies is groundwater

(t'tcHarg , 1969; Snyder, 1981 ; Stearns and Montag , 1974) .

However, the Planning Division has no information regarding
groundwater.

4.3 DATA ON BIOTIC RELÀTED RESOURCES

The Iiving portion of the natural

elements that interact with each other,

ter related resources as weIl. Animal

the two distinct categories into which

divided.

environment contains

and the land and wa-

and plant life are

living resources are
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4.3. 1 WiIdIi fe Resources

There is no source addressing wirdlife in the county at
OCPÐ at present. Contact with officials at the State De-

partment of Natural Resources, and the southeast Michigan

council of Governments indicated no mapped information re-
garding wiLdrife is availabre. Discussion with officiars
from the Michigan wildlife Foundation and the oakland county

chapter of the Audubon society resul,ted in information re-
garding rare sightings within the County, but again no

mapped information. Two methods that could produce mapped

information are: the use of soil survey tables for wirdlife
habitat suitabilityr oE some form of pubric involvement in-
ventory. As was noted in survey resurts, loss of wirdlife
habitat was not considered very important by surveyed plan-
ners.

4.3.2 Veqetative Resources

Approximately 12eo of the land in oakrand county is cov-
ered by forests. woodrands are the most visible and econom-

icarly important of the vegetative resources, other than

crops. I.loodlands within the county include both deciduous

and coniferous trees, although deciduous forests predomi-

nate.

There are three woodlands data sources held at ocpD of-
fices. A vegetation map produced in 19G6 by university of
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Michigan students, and termed nothing more than "Vegeta-
tion", portrays individuar woodrots and indicates species
dominance. Even with its extensive species coverage, this
source is unfavourable because of its age. Forests are of-
ten artered or harvested over the years, therefore this
source is outdated.

The Natural Resource Features map of 1977, shows conifer-
ous and deciduous forests of 5 acres (z ha) or larger, The

third source, the Land use/Land cover fiêp, produced in 19g3,

is the most current and accurate. woodlots of 2.5 acres (l
ha) or larger are shown and identified by major species.
This map utilizes codes for the numerous divisions and con-
tains numerous other rand uses and covers in addition to
vegetation. To put this woodland information in a compre-

hensibre form, codes need simprification, and extraction of
the woodland category from the map is necessary. More ex-
tensive data, including species differentiation, wourd still
be available at OCPD if required.
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TÀBLE 1

Overview of Data Sources

È Enlarged from 1:48000

4.4 THE USER'S MÀNUAL

The title of this section is the colloquial term applied

by staff at OCPD to the document Conserve Oakland Countv's

Natural ReSources. This document waS prepared in conjunc-

tion with the Natural Resource Features maps. The two Ítere

designed to be used together. Howey"., because of its ex-

tensive nature, the User's Manual is conSidered the founda-

tion of the County's natural- resources data base, and is

meant to be used in concert with any natural resources map.

Source (Map) Date Upda t e
Needed

Sca Ie Ba se SmaIlest
Unit

Mapped

Entire
Coun t y
Covered

Commen t. s

SURFACE WATERS
County & .Înp. Bases
Land Use/Land Cover

WETLÀNDS
Natural Resource

Feat ure s
National wetlands

I nventory
rand use/r,and Cover

FLOOÐPLÀI NS
Floodway Insurance

Rates
Natural Resource

Features
SLOPES
Naturai. Resource

Fea ture s
SOI LS
Soil ÀssociaEions

SoiI Survey

WOODLANDS
vegetation
Natural Resource

Fea tur e s
Land Use/r,and Cover

198s
1983

197 7

197I

1983

many
yearS

197 7

197 7

197 6

1980

1 966
197 7

1983

no
no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes
yes

no

no

no

1 : 12000
1:12000

1 : 12000*

1 :24000

1 : 12000

1 :24000

1 : 12000*

l: l2000*

1 :48000

1:10000

1:48000
1 : 12000*

1 : 12000

Tt{P
Twp

Twp

Quad

Twp

Quad

THp

Twp

cby
Tt¡P

Twp

cty

Sec

5 acres
5 acres

5 acres

1 acre

5 acres

ac re

ac re5

acres

ac res

acre

ac re5
ac res

acres

2

2

1

1

5

5

5

5
5

2.5

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

rivers not
shown

soi Is used
Éor criteria
compl icated
codes
wooded w/I
not incl.
1 /3 county
omitted
cluttered

based on old
soil assns.
extensive
unused info.

ou tda t ed

codes used
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The user's Manual exprains the natural physicar system,

its functioning, environmentar probrems faced by community

pranners, and some sorutions to the probrems. The user's
Manuar is basically a discussion of environmentar concepts

and methods for implementing natural resources conservation
on a community l-eveI. The technique of overlaying a few

crear plastic resources maps is described in the document

and is implemented later in this practicum. conserve oak-

land County's Natural Resources!

study as a sourcebook.

was used throughout this

r. tr, MISCELLANEOUS DATA

other maps and documents directly or toosery rel-ated to
naturar resources not mentioned previously include the maps:

Farmrand Loss (1982) , septic system problems (198Ð, Land-

fill and Facility sites (1983), Land use (1985) and model

ordinance documents. The maps are all somewhat appricabre,
but rimited, for planning purposes. The model ordinances

for woodrands protection, wetrands protection, and surface
mined land recramation, supply community planners with exam-

ples of regally acceptabre and environmentally sensitive
worded documents. Guidelines within the model ordinances

suggest standards as weII. Moder ordinances can be used as

illustrations of appropriate final documents when community

members are considering and drafting their own ordinances,

Lacking in their text though, is any expranation of the rea-
sons why communities should draft such ordinances.
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4.6 ST'MMÀRY

The preceding discussion identified deficiencies and ben-

efits of the Planning Division's data base. Gaps within the

data base include the lack of information about groundwater

and wildlife. Also, the soil survey courd be utilized more

thoroughly to generate new information" This review estab-
rished that arthough ocPD has current and accurate data,
they are often inaccessible, except through manipuration of
maps or by having advanced technical knowredge on the par-
ticular resource. Extraction of single attributes from some

maps and changes in codes wourd improve some sources. In

other cases, changes in scare and geographic base used are

necessary to be able to use two different sources together.
Table 1 shows the variations in scare, base, rever of de-

tail, and currency of the various data sources, and signi-
fies the difficurty of combining disparate sources. The

overall objective of creating a practicar framework for us-
ing the data base reguires modifications to the existing
County data base.

A comparison of data needs and expectations, determined

in chapter rII, with the state of the data base, points to
actions ocPD courd take to improve the data base. These ac-

tions are addressed in the following chapter and in the rec-
ommendations section of the final chapter. Also discussed

in chapter v are the goars and objectives ocpD would rike to
achieve with the implementation of a framework, and the

structure of the framework.
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Chapter V

THE FRAMEWORK

From the very beginning of this practicum, the titIe, and

throughout the first four chapters, the term framework has

been mentioned, alluded to, and praised. In this chapter

the idea of a guiding framework that is organized, stream-

Iined, and applicable, is finally explained. Às we1l as

providing a definition and discussion of the term itself,
this chapter presents other types of frameworks that have

been effective in the past, and the framework that vras fash-
ioned to make furr utilization of oakrand county planning

Division's data base.

Only with the preceding research into data needs, envi-
ronmental issues, and the status of the data base, however,

courd a framework be structured. The shape and focus of the

framework were designed by concrusions generated from re-
search. To further aid in the planning of the framework a

series of goals and objectives for it vras prepared.
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5.1 GOÀLS AND OBJECTIVES

The following framework goals and objectives were pre-

pared after taking all research findings into consideration"

The important points discovered through literature review,

the environmental and informational issues listed at the

close of Chapter III, and the major findings about the ex-

isting County natural resources data base were reviewed pri*
or to preparation of the following 1ist.

1. GoaI - To create a better understanding of environ-
mental issues.
Objectives

educate planners on the basíc concepts
and components of the natural physical
system and its management
emphasize the interrelationships of the
environment' s numerous components

2. GoaI - To create a bêtter understanding of environ-
mental information.

Obj ect ives
portray information in an uncomplicated manner
integrate data sources to limit confusion

3. GoaI - To provide users with increased ability for
information utilization.
Objectives

produce information that is accurate,
accessible, and easily correlated with
companion sources, and into the planning
process
emphasize the practical implications of
the information

4. GoaI - To create a flexible, yet consistent, data
base.

Obj ect ives
al1ow easy additions to the data base

- adopt information design standards
- provide various levels of informat,ion analysis
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The above list of framework goals and objectives is not

meant to be all inclusive. It is however, complete for t,he

immediate needs of this study. Long term objectives for a

framework are stated as recommendations in the final chap-

ter. Actions are necessary to meet the goals and objectives
just listed. Subseguent to a definition of framework and a

brief description of two other frameworks, the actions taken

to meet the above goals and objectives are discussed in the

context of Oakland County's framework.

5"2 THE DEFTNITION OF À FRAMEWORK

The term framework is defined here by utilizing two dis-
similar approaches. The definition found in the Oxford Dic-

tionary is as follows, "frame, structure upon or into which

casing or contents can be put" (Sykes, 1982). This is a

very Iiteral explanation of the physical aspect of a frame-

work. Based on this definition OCPD's framework should be

able to accommodat.e all the contents of the data base. If
this definition vrere used solely during preparation of a

framework, the resulting product would not integrate, corre-

late or organize information, it would merely hold or con-

tain information. It would basically be just an inventory.

The second approach to defining framework involves a dis-
cussion of the figurative, or conceptual, aspects of the

word. Framework connotes the idea of a standardized tech-

nique or means of applying information. It suggests the im-
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plement,ation of certain guiding principles when new situ-
ations are encountered. A framework is a structured re-
sponse to organize unstructured attributes. It can be said

that a framework is a vray of thinking, a manner of analysis
when tackling a problem. The conceptual facet of the term

framework involves these and other unstated meanings. Tak-

ing a conceptual approach to defining framework results in a

structured and consistent means of addressing the data base.

This more philosophic appraoch to defining a framework

was amalgamated v¡ith the stricÈ dictionary definition of the

word during framework design. Adherence to the dictionary
definition resulted in a standard physical structure within
which natural resources data fit. Implementation of the

conceptual aspect of framework produced a standard manner of

analysis, and is expressed in written portions of the frame-

work. The two together produce a physical and conceptual

framework within which users of the Division's natural re-
sources data base can address natural resources management

i ssues.

5.3 OTHER FRÀMEWORKS

Features in the design of OCPD's framework were patterned

after similar programs found in other counties, and in the

academic Iiterature. The t$¡o fundamental approaches to

soJ.ving organizaluional and integrational problems of data

bases were discussed laconically in Chapter fI.
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discussed further here as a preface to how the ideas were

interpreted and applied to the Oakland County Planning Divi-
sion situation. The two approaches are termed a geographic

information system (CfS), and the McHarg approach.

5.3.1 Geoqraphic Information Svstems

In our technological, information-based society, it is
difficult even to come close to making fulI use of available
inforrnation without the assistance of a computer. The dif-
ficulties faced by planners in assembling and utilizing en-

vironmental data were elaborated in Chapter II. Moreover,

the incompatibility of combining maps of different scales

and complexity was referred to in Chapter IV. Problems of

this sort were also evident in the mid-1960s when the Canada

Land Inventory was established to organize and analyze the

country's natural resources base. In an attempt to effi-
ciently organize and analyze gathered data, out of this pro-
gram grew one of the first geographic information systems

ever (faylor , 1976). The acceptability and eventual desir-
abitity of these systems have gror.rn, so that novr many coun-

tries, states, and some larger municipalities use them in

everyday planning functions (Dangermond, et â1, 1984).

What is a GIS? In most

emphasized. À GIS is used

is accessible, augmentable

1977). The goal of a GIS

definitions the term "system" is
to assemble data in a form that

and updateable (tang and Armour,

is to store, manipulate and dis-
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play data with geographic references (Puecker, 1980). In

order to achieve that goal and use a GIS, a computer system

is employed. Simply stated, a GIS is a computer data system

that contains geographically coded information that can be

manipulated through the employment of software and displayed

on a video screen (Cnr) or on hard copy (paper maps or ta-
bles). In addition to producing maps and tables, a GIS is
used through modeling and manipulation to enhance the admin-

istrative process and to support decision-making, not re-
place it (Loucks, et â1, 1982; Symons, 1973). Instead of

creating a "collection" of maps, statistics and reports, a

computerized GIS creates a "system"; a standardized frame-

work within which one may synthesize data and perform more

comprehensive analysi s.

The numerous advantages assigned to a GIS have been tout-
ed for many years and in many books and articles. When sug-

gesting the use of a computer system to augment information

anarysis and production, saved time is the reason most often
given. A GIS replaces the "tedious" and "onerous" conven-

tional methods of map compilation and analysis, and saves

much time (pnvironment Canada, 1981b; Taylor, 1980). The

saved time aIlows cartographers and others utilizing a GIS

to spend more time in creative and analytic endeavors. In a

survey of practising planners, 7seo reported that maps vrere

needed within one week (wtrite , 1970) . The speed of a GIS

meets the needs of planners, especially if the map theme is
a unique one.
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The abirity to create totally unique information by com-

bining two or more seemingry incompatible data items has

been suggested as one of the most important features of geo-
graphic information systems (nnvironment canada , 19g1a).

The aspect of overraying severar disparate themes in a visu-
al- manner produces a murtitude of correrations for the data
base. using a GIS for overraying census with land use data
for exampre, means that after initial input of data into the
system, subsequent manipulation creates new information.

Two other often quoted advantages of geographic informa-
tion systems are their ease of use and their severar envi-
ronmental appl icat ions. The user-friendly nature of a GIS

is evidenced by simple commands, menus, tists and defaurt
systems that correct user mistakes (Tayror, 1976; Taylor,
1980). Much of the Grs literature utirizes case studies to
portray the range of apprications of these systems. They

have been used for property record keeping (symons , 1973),

census statistics analysis (Tayror, 19go), and many natural
resources related projects (nnvironment canada, 1 981 b;
Loucks, et, aI, 1982; Manire, 1985; Muessig, et al, 19g3).

Predicated on all the foregoing advantages assigned to a

Grs, such a system seems the logicar answer to a data base

probrem such as the one at ocpD. However¡ âfter initial
meetings with Grs vendors, planning Division officiars vrere

disheartened over the system's expensive nature. one of the
first prices quoted to Èhem was greater than the Division's
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annuar budget (cousins, pers. comm.). since the planning

Division was interested in the reast costly sorution possi-
bIe at the time, a Grs h'as eriminated f rom consideration as

a framework. Àlthough it does require a coupre of years of
capital investment, because of innovative cost-sharing ar-
rangements and decreasing prices I a Grs is becoming more

feasibre (Manire, 1985; Muessig, et âr, 1983). À feasibiri-
ty study for the implementation of a Grs at ocpD reveals
cost estimates much lower than those first received by Divi-
sion administrators (Brownrie, 1985). A more immediate and

less costly sorution to the Division's data base difficur-
ties is outlined below.

5.3,2 The McHarq Àpproach

The McHarg method of data base organization is in essence

the same as the overlay capability of a Grs. The approach

has been named in this study after the author and landscape

pranner who popurarized its use and apprications (McHarg,

1969). rt has been described as an approach that "arlows
detailed environmental information to be presented in a rel-
ativery simple fashion to various audiences" (stearns and

Montag, 1974). The popularity and effectiveness of this
type of framework are evidenced by the varied and continued
uses of it, mentioned in chapter rr, and by two relevant ex-
amples described herein.
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The McHarg approach to estabrishing a naturaL resources

framework utilizes the overlaying of separate clear plastic
maps, each depicting a unique environmentar attribute. This

approach depends on an extensive resources inventory and nu-

merous graphic techniques. Each overlay depicts the loca-
tion of significant environmentat attributes by the use of
outrines and light shading in the appropriate geographic

area. À11 overlays have to be of the same scale. tThen ov-
errays for attributes are combined and laid one on top of

the other¡ on top of a base ffiâp, the resulting dark and

light areas show where significant environmental areas are

located. À dark shaded area shows how various natural ere-
ments are interreLated. A visual depiction of how overlays
work appears in Figure 4 on page 30. A series of overrays

can be used for aid in preparing master prans or other pran-

ning documents. The McHarg approach provides a physical
framework for correrating and eventually utilizing natural
resources data.

The different attributesr oF resources, depicted on the

overrays in McHarg's first description of this process were;

surface waters, floodplains, wetlands, aquifers, aquifer
recharge areas, steep slopes and forests. Two counties that
adopted the McHarg approach for improving their data bases

used different resources rists. officials at washtenaw

county, Michigan combined overrays showing wetlands, frood-
plains, groundwater recharge areas, woodrands and sropes to
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create the end product of their Fragile Lands Study (Snyder,

1981). Dane County, Wisconsin officials employed the McHarg

approach for their Environmental Corridors study and had ov-

erlays delineating surface waters, wetlands, floodplains,
woodlands, steep slopes, and unique vegetation or geology

(pcnpc, 1984). Both mapping programs were designed to be

utilized in protecting and managing the identified areas.

The list of mapped elements varies from one project to an-

other, but these examples suggest some of the more predomi-

nant element,s. The numerous mapped resources elements list-
ed above were considered during map and framework

preparat i on .

The above county examples were mentioned to indicate that
the McHarg approach has been chosen to integrate and enhance

other county data bases. Reasons given why this approach

was chosen include the various zoníng and master plan appli-
cations created by the information and the effective means

of showing environmental interrelationships (OCnpC, 1984¡

Snyder, 1981). The McHarg approach was also chosen to cre-
ate Oakland County Planning Divisionrs physical framework.

Additiona] symbology and written material v¡ere produced to
become the more conceptual portion of the framework.
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5.4 A FRAMEWORK FOR OÀKLAND COUNTY

The framework described herein is based upon findings

from the foregoing, and by no means exhaustive, research.

The various features of the framework were designed to meet

the goals and objectives formulated earlier in this chapter.

Different portions of the framework do not relate directly

to those goals and objectives, rather they are predicated on

Survey, interview, document and Iiterature review findings

that were secondary to the major findings and issues noted.

That is to Sây, reasons for inclusion of a certain framework

characteristic often related to minor research findings.

Major research findings that influenced the shape of the

framework were issues mentioned at the end of Chapter III

and the status of the Division's data base. Foremost among

those findings that affected framework design decisions were

the discoveries that maps and visual presentations are ef-

fective and desirable, and that education also plays a large

part in this framework.

Another distinction about the framework is that it was

not prepared on a County level. Waterford Township (see

Figure 3) was chosen as a prototype community for which the

maps were prepared. However, the ideas expressed within the

framework and the mapping methods used are applicable

throughout the County. The choice of Waterford Township as

a prototype stemmed from four considerations: its proximity

to County government offices aLlowed for convenient field
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checking and meetingst it is located in the exact geographic

centre of the County; it has typical suburban characteris-

tics and problems; and officials there expressed deep inter-
est in comprehensive environmental information for practical

applications (i.e., master plan preparation) prior to the

beginning of this project. Based on the success and effec-
tiveness of the framework in glaterford Township, future ac-

tions by the OCPD might involve preparing the map series for

other interested communities, The framework has one consol-

idated structure but can be divided, although not evenly or

easily, into the tr¡o earlier defined components of physical

and conceptual.

5.4.1 The Phvsical Aspect

The process used to create the physical framework, "a

structure upon which contents can be put", included refine-
ment of maps, the choice of a consistent scaLe and level of

complexity, and construction of a windowed frame. Figure 6

shows the physical features of the framework. Which natural

resources were shown on the maps was determined by a number

of considerations. Since the framework utilized the McHarg

approach to mapping, the resources depicted on the previous

framework examples l¡ere reviewed. The availability and ac-

curacy of existing information, and the potential for creat-

ing new information, discussed in Chapter IV, were also con-

sidered. Another determining factor $¡as the principal theme
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of the User's Manual. Finally
of information users vras taken

erations are discussed earlier

, previous research into needs

into account.

in the text.
These consid-

To remain consistent with the three principal areas of

natural resources information described in Chapter IV, and

to fit within conceptual aspects of the framework, yet to be

described, it l¡as decided that three main natural resources

groupings vrere appropriate. The categories are¡ water re-
laLed resources, land related resources, and vegetative re-
sources. À total of seven unigue attributes vrere mapped on

overlays and conform to the above three categories. Below

is a listing of the attributes, the reasons for their inclu-
sion, the sources they were extracted from, and the carto-
graphic process utilized that made the information corre-

spond to pre-determined cartographic standards. The

cartographic standards were: a constant

data on a township base, and elimination
lary data.

1:

of

12,000 scale, all
confusing ancil-

Surface waters - Water is an important cleanser and trans-
porter, and is essential to biotic existence. The updated

version of the Waterford Township base map shows all natural

rivers and water bodies over 5 acres (Z ha). This map shows

new and altered bodies as well. Since this product is
straightforward, and on a 12121000 township base, Do changes

are necessary. The Land Usefand Cover map supplements the

base map by depicting small-er water bodies, 2.5 acres (l ha)
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and larger. Extraction of this information involves identi-
fying appropriate coded areas on the Land Use/tand Cover

map.

lletlands - These areas were accorded importance in planning

documents, surveys, intervievrs, and other framework studies"

The National Wetlands Inventory, explained in the preceding

chapter, produced extensive data on County wetlands. In or-
der to render this source more comprehensible though, com-

plicated codes and arrows r¡ere removed. Àfter the wetlands

were traced from four separate quadrangle maps that were

spliced together, a photographic enlargement resulted in the

appropriate scale and base.

Floodplains - Throughout research floodplains vrere repeated-

Iy suggested as significant resources. The issues listed at

the close of Chapter III, and the other frameworks discussed

in this chapter all contained references to floodplains.
The source used to identify floodplains vras the Natural Re-

source Features map. Because of the map's cluttered nature,

the floodplains information was extracted from it by means

of tracing and eliminating codes. Fortunately, this infor-
mation h'as originally drawn at the appropriate sca1e.

Sloped lands - This attribute was included because of its
inclusion in other frameworks, its inclusion in the User's

Manual, and its indirect relation to the erosion issue men-

tioned in Chapter III. The Natural Resource Features map

was used for this information as welI. Therefore, similar
extraction methods to those above were utilized.
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Prime farmlands - The t,remendous loss of agricurtural rand,

noted in chapter rrr, prompted inclusion of this attribute.
The Important Farmland map, produced by the County SoiI Con-

servation Service, was used for determining the extent of

this resource. Again, tracing of particul-ar areas on this
map resulted in the inforrnation needed. photographic en-

largement put this data on a 1212,000 scale.

Uns\:itable soils - As a result of the surveys it was deter-
mined that the soil survey was a favourabre data source and

should be used more. To remain harmonious with the User's
Manual, the survey vras used to determine the location of

soils unsuitabl-e for development. The methodology employed

to create this map is explained in Àppendix H. As with most

of the other overlays prepared, tracing and splicing were

required to produce a township base map.

veqetation - Based on the interest shown over woodlands in

the surveys, interviews, protection ordinances, and other
frameworks, they vrere incruded in this study. Forests shown

on t,he Land Use/Land Cover map Ìrere traced on to an overlay.
However, this source shows forests by species associations

which involves detaited numerical coding. Therefore, the

overlay was refined to simply portray deciduous and coni-
ferous woodlands. Since the Land Use/Land Cover map vras

first produced on a 12121000 scale and a township base, Do

splicing or enlarging was required.
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As can be noted by the above discussion, the compiration
of a comprehensive naturar resources inventory for a town-

ship involved much refinement, arteration and extraction of

existing data. rt also involved preparation of an entirely
nevr map. The difficurties experienced proved an earlier
statement that the Division's data base yras disjointed. À

guiding framework that a1lows utilization of the data base

follows the steps taken for the prototype.

The next step after production of the seven overlays was

to combine them and prace them within the framework. How-

ever, working with seven overrays became cumbersome and con-

fusing. consequently, onry three categorical overlays s¡ere

used. surface waters, wetrands and froodplains were com-

bined on the water related overlay. Sloped 1ands, prime

farml-and, and unsuitable soils vrere combined on the land re-
lated overray. Finally, woodlands vrere depicted on the veg-

etative resources overray. These three overlays correspond

to characteristics described later in t,he conceptual Àspects

section.

To combine the three overlays graphically, and show im-

portant interrelationships among the resources, further
changes vrere required. rf the three overlays were combined

in the state described above, the resurt wourd be a series
of confusing criss-crossing rines that rearry do not commu-

nicate much data. shading is an integrar portion of the

McHarg approach. Instead of using standard brack and white
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shading, color screens were used to portray each resource

more vibrantly, and representatively (see Figure 7'). In ad-

dition to using color as identifiers a simple one letter
code was applied for each attribute. These two techniques

were employed to ensure that each element remained individu-
aIly identifiable even after three overlays were combined.

This is a desirable trait for overlays (Snyder, 1981). Àn-

other desired, yet opposite, result, of combining overlays

and shading is the aspect of portraying interrelationships
between the resources (Dean, 1985). The overlays show for
example, how wetlands are often located within floodplains
and how woodlands are frequently found in conjunction with
both. This visual portrayal of the interactions among re-
sources is part of the education directed towards planners.

More discussion of education and resource interrelationships
appears in the next section.

The construction of the physical framework thus far, iI-
lustrated with text and figures, meets some of the goals and

objectives stated at the beginning of this chapter. The re-
finement and amaLgamation of many environmental data sources

makes the data and features of an interrelated environment

more easily understood. À standardized design format for
future information production might incrude the criteria of

a 12121000 scale, use of a township base, and drafted on

clear plastic so nevr maps can be correlated and added to the

framework. By simplifying some of the data, complications
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are eliminated and understanding is improved, yet the former

more complex data stiIl exists and can be utilized by per-

sons needing more detailed analyses. Not all goals and ob-

jectives though, are met by the physical aspects of this
framework. Educational and applicational goals are ad-

dressed by the guiding principles expressed by the conceptu-

aI aspect of the framework.

5.4.2 The Conceptual Aspect

It is the conceptual aspect that really coordinates envi-

ronmental information with guiding principles to create a

consistent approach to environmental problems, a way of

thinking. In this respect, this study became more than just

a natural resources inventory; it became a guiding frame-

work.

One environmental concept in particular was utilized and

considered throughout the preparation of the framework. The

fact that environmentaJ- components are intricately interre-
lated has been stated earlier. Here, it is described more

fully and shown with symbology (see Figure 8). Lawrence Fa-

lardeau I a landscape architect with OCPD, formulated this
symbol and its associated explanation in early 1985. The

extensive use of this star symbol and meanings assigned to

it, resulted in the symbol becoming the primary feature of

the conceptual aspect of the framework. The symbol suggests

a way of approaching the environment.
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The natural physical system is driven by a source of en-

ergy, our star the sun. This energy pov¡ers all actions of

inhabitants and components of the earth. The natural physi-

ca1 system¡ ot the environment, is comprised of two primary

divisions, the non-living or abiotic elements, and the liv-
ing or biotic elements. The non-living components can be

likened to the raw materials for life. They are shown in

Figure I as the inverted triangle. Air, water and land (at-

mosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere) are the three ver-

tices of the triangle and make up the entire non-Iiving por-

t ion of t,he envi ronment . The use of a triangle to join

these elements together signifies the interrelationships
among the elements. No element exists afone without being

affected by one, or both of the other elements.

The upright triangle in Figure I portrays the relation-
ships between the living elements of the environment. The

vertices are people, ânimals and vegetation. Although peo-

ple are really animals, we have separated ourselves from the

animal reaÌm through our distinguishing actions. Man's

unique ability to radically alter the environment has set

him apart. In Figure I people form a vertex separate from

animals. However, since human actions affect wildlife and

vice versa, and both are interrelated with plants, the three

components are connected. Again, the triangle is used to

portray the interrelationships of the three eLements.
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The two triangles cannot stand apart. Living elements

depend on non-Iiving and conseguently interact with them.

The two triangles combined create a star. This star is
equivalent to the whole natural physical system. All ele-
ments are inexorably interrelated and every one affects one

another. A very important conclusion based on the star is
that whatever man does to the environment, âII elements are

affected. For example, man cannot simply remove plants

v¡ithout other effects. Soil erosion, decreased water quali-
ty, altered atmospheric conditions and other impacts might

result. John Muir put it succinctly when he wrote "l{hen one

tugs at a single thing in nature, he finds it attached to
the rest of the wor1d" (gade, 1923).

The principles expressed by this star concept are ones

that information users could use as a guiding framework when

addressing environmental or natural resources management is-
sues. The star concept was applied throughout the framework

to reinforce the idea of interrelatedness. The three over-

lays described earl-ier vrere named after three points of the

star. Ànother place the symbol is found is on educational
posters that accompany the framework.

The decision to use posters within the framework was in-
fluenced by survey results pointing to a preference for vis-
ual presentation of natural resources information. The

posters are a part of both the physical and conceptual

Figure 6 shows where they areaspects of the framework.
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placed within the framework,

ples of the posters.

Figures and 10 are exam-

In addition to explaining the star, the exterior poster

discusses some of the benefits and costs of including or

neglecting natural resources in the planning process. It
stresses t.he practical and economic impJ-ications of natural

resources to man. The interior poster explains how the

framework could be applied to incorporate naturaf resources

management into the planning process. This point y¡as empha-

sized on the poster because of the disparity noticed between

surveys and planning document review, where it was shown

that although planners feel natural resources are very im-

portant in the planning process, they are infrequently in-
cluded in official documents. It was emphasized on the in-
terior poster that the overlays do not become the plan

itself (t'tcttarg , 1969) , rather they are a tool with which de-

cision-makers can apply environmental data more easily to
practical situations and understand the environment better.
The symbols, diagrams and brief narrative found on the post-

ers follow many similar points stressed in the User's Manu-

aI. The User's Manual is intended to be used in conjunction

with the framework to further strengthen guiding principl-es.

With the addition of posters containing concepts and ap-

plications, to the physical aspect of the framework, the

components meld together and augment each other to become

one unified framework. Both the maps and concepts direct
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information users in thei

User's Manual serves as

source. All goals and

this chapter are met with

r approach to the environment. The

an important complementary data

objectives stated at the outset of

this final framework.

5.4.3 Future Aspects

Although the framework is complete, its effectiveness has

yet to be proven. Officials of the community for which the

prototype was prepared, !.Taterford Township, intend to uti-
lize the framework in an update of the Township master land

use plan

Figure 5 on page 36 depicts the master plan decision-mak-

ing process and where environmental information fits into
the process. A comprehensive and comprehensible source of

environmental data, such as the framework, helps planners

coordinate public concerns with factual physical data. The

decision-making process is improved with the addition of ac-

curate data. Monitoring the performance of the framework

for Waterford Township's master plan application will sug-

gest whether the framework is a valid planning tool, and if
particular features of it need adjustment.

In the future, the framework could be utilized in the

preparation of environmental ordinances. One County commu-

nity has already employed the overlay process to prepare a

Wetland and Watercourse Protection Ordinance (Dean, 1985)"
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Recent requests sent to OCPD by community representatives

for detailed natural resources data (Johnson, 1986¡ Nayh,

'1986) suggest that the f ramev¡ork could be applied immediate-

ly and practically" If the framework is deemed successful,

further promotion of it would allow other community offi-
cials access to a new Planning Division product. Survey and

interview result,s indicated preferences for various promo-

t,ional techniques. A plan of action for the Planning Divi-
sion is listed in the following chapter.

5.5 STIMMARY

A similar framework to that described in this chapter

might have been proposed without the help of detailed re-

search. However, the findings obtained throuÇh surveys, in-
terviews, literature and document review, were essential to

the ultimate design of this framework. Without research,

certain areas may not have been emphasized, when rightly
they should. The framework discussed herein combined envi-

ronmental information and education to provide users the

ability to apply Oakland County Planning Division's data

base in natural resources management. The numerous research

findings though, did not all relate to the structure of the

framework, some point to further action by the Planning Di-
vision. These actions are addressed in the following chap-

ter after brief concluding remarks about this study.
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Chapter VI

sttMMÀRY, CONCLUSIONS ÀNÐ RECOMMENDATTONS

6.1 SUMMÀRY

The term summary suggests some type of final cr closing

statements. In most research endeavors though, there is no

way to measure where they began and if they will ever end.

This is also true for the research undertaken for this
project. Therefore, âDy concluding remarks discussed here

apply onJ-y to a small part of a research project that has no

perceivable bounds.

It vras realized early in this study that, although the

Oakland County Planning Division has numerous data sources

related to natural resources, the sources are infrequently

used. This underutilization was expressed in planning docu-

ments, and survey results. The reasons for the problem of

underutilization stem from the disjointed nature of the Di-
vision's data. Di f ferent data sources have di f ferent

scales, use different geographic bases, often employ compli-

cated codes to identify attributes, and range in leve1s of

complexity. Hence, comprehensive understanding of the data

does not occur.
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A review of related Iiterature indicated that planners

need information in an understandable and accessibte form.

This translates to uncomplicated and integrated data. The

gap between information and its users has to be eliminated.

The literature also implied that natural resources data can

be applied practically during ordinance and master plan

preparation. Within the County however, this capability has

not been extensively applied. Research suggested that pl-an-

ners feel natural resources are important considerations for
planning purposes, but this v¡as not reflected in planning

documents.

Some major environmental and informational issues were

determined in Chapter III. The l-oss of wetlands and wood-

lands, flooding, groundwater contamination, and agricultural
issues were noted as important in Oakland County. Also rec-

ognized in Chapter III vras the dual role the Division must

play in information provision. In addition to producing

maps and reports, the Planning Division has a role as an ed-

ucator. Based on survey and interview results, a need was

identified for education of planning officials on environ-

mental concepts. Certain natural resources data sources

r^¡ere identified as favourable in Chapter III. A preference

for visual presentation and a combination of presentation

methods was noticed throughout the research process.

À major objective of the Oakland County Planning Division
is to provide natural resources information to planners so
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they may propose environmentally sensible master plans, The

Division's data base v¡as reviewed to determine where def i-
ciencies existed and which sources should be emphasized.

The critique resulted in the realization that numerous modi-

fications to the data base vrere needed to make it a coordi-
nated, effective, communicating system. Some shortcomings

were noticed by the absence of information regarding ground-

water and wiIdIife.

Combining research findings with ideas portrayed in other

data base studies provided the foundation for framework de-

sign. The framework incorporated the use of maps and post-

ers with educationar materiar to meet some of the goals and

objectives Iisted at the beginning of Chapter V. practical

applications of natural resources information were stressed

on the posters, especially applications related to planning

documents. The most accurate information available was pre-

sented in an uncomplicated and integrated manner to limit
confusion and increase understanding. The framework pro-
posed in Chapter V was based upon research findings listed
throughout the chapters. In so doing, a framework was con-

structed that aIlows people to effectively utilize the Divi-
sion's data base for natural resources management. In the

near future the effectiveness of the framework can be gauged

by monitoring the progress of the prototype community. How-

ever I a long term dedication to the framework concept is
necessary for its success.
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS

Several general conclusions relating directly to the re-
search objectives Iisted in Chapter I result from this stud-

y's research and preparation. Conclusions are listed below

in the same order as the original research objectives.

1.

2.

a

Planners perceive natural resources management as an

important planning consideration, but it is seldom

implemented in written plans. Planners information

needs centre around the issues discussed in 2.

Planners perceived the environmental issues of

groundwater contamination, the loss of woodlands and

wetlands, and flooding and floodplains as important.

Oakland County Planning Division's natural resources

data base consists of many maps, the User's Manual,

model ordinances and the soil survey. In its origi-
na1 state it was disjointed due to inconsistencies of

scale, geographic base, curreñcy, and leve1 of com-

plex i ty .

To address information needs, four goals were formu-

lated for the framework. They are: to create a bet-

ter understanding of environmental issues, and of en-

vironmentaÌ information, to provide users with an

increased ability for information utilization, and to

create a flexible yet consistent data base.

Fina1ly, a course of action has been suggested; a

framework was prepared.

A"

Ê
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OCPÐ's natural resources data into a comprehensible

and accessible form. The goals listed above are met,

by the framework. Promotion and dissemination of the

framework are addressed in the following section"

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

The future actions proposed

project a dynamic process. These

alluded to throughout the text as

vision's data base and data users'

1.

below make this research

recommendations have been

means of improving the Di-

underst,andi ng .

¿.

3.

I recommend that close contact be main-
tained with Waterford Township during their
master plan preparation period, and meas-
urement of response by planning officials
and citizens to the prototype.

This wiLl help to el-iminate any deficiencies and

perfect the framework. The best possible product

should be presented to the general public.

I recommend that the framework be presented
to planning officials at a series of group
workshops that stress the practical appli-
cations of natural resources data in the
planning process.

I recommend that videotapes be made of the
workshops, and later spliced together with
accompanying narrative to produce a high
quality video program for further educa-
tional needs of interested information
users.
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A"

I recommend that the Planning Division
produce physical frameworks for those com-
munities whose officials express interest
and are willing to share costs. Adherence
to framework design standards established
in Chapter V for aII maps is necessary.

Recommendations 2,3, and 4 relate to means of pro-

motion and dissemination of information, instead of

just "sitting on"

addressing specif
proved follow.

information. Some recommendations

tr

ic vrays the data base might be im-

I recommend that future maps be coordinated
within the framework by the institution of
a standardized cartographic format. All
future maps should be drafted on a geo-
graphic township base at a 1212,000 scale,
and produced on clear plastic. The use of
complicated codes should be discouraged.

Recommendation 5 is aimed at allowing users the

overlays within theability to use future maps as

framework, and view the interrelationships among re-

sources.

I recommend that shortcomings of the data
base be eliminated by producing or arrang-
ing production of maps detailing wildlife
and groundwater information. This might
involve discussion with an engineering con-
sulting firm, and/or use of the County soil
survey.

Finally, in place of relying on a largely manual

integration of data, the next recommendation suggests

an alternative.

6.
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7.

I recommend that the idea of implementing a
GIS at the Oakland County Planning Division
be further researched"

The previous recommendations are designed to aflow the

citizens of Oakland County a more complete use of Oakland

County Planning Division information, and possibly a resul-
tant improvement of environmental quality, and t.he quality
of Iife
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Appendix A

LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO PLANNTNG
coMMrssIoN CHATRPERSONS, PLANNINc DIRECTORS, ÀND

CONSULTANTS AND SURVEY STATISTICS

The letter sent to recipients was standard for aII three
populations. However, very stight modifications were neces-
sary to tailor the questions directly to the particular pop-
ulation. A fev¡ words were changed but the meaning remained
the same. Questions were structured as similarly as possi-
ble for the three populations so that viable comparisons
could be made.

The following questionnaire is a copy of what h'as sent to
planning commission chairpersons, with the addition of foot-
notes to clarify two other forms the questions might take
for consul-tants or planning staff directors. Footnotes ap-
pear on a page following the questionnaire. Survey statis-
tics follow the footnotes. The statistics consist of arith-
metic means for the responses from the three populations.
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COIfNTI' OX. OA.I(LÁ.I\TD
DANTEL T. MURPEÍY, COIJNTY EXECUTI\/E

May 29, 1985

Dear:

This summer the Oakland County Planning Division is conducting an update of the
Land Least Suitud for Development P . The program is aimed at permitting

munity natural resource base, through the
preparation and distribution of mapped data and proper planning procedures. The update
involves an analysis of the natural resources data available at oui óffice and how it càn be
made more directly useful to you. Before this can be done, we feel it is essentiai to know
what you and your community think about natural resources and natural resources data.
Your perceptions, expectations and needs of natural resources data would contribute
substantially to our update, and the eventual improvement of our (and your) information.
The results of this survey will be used to make natural resources data more accessible and
understandable to you. Survey results will be available to you upon reguest.

Complete instructions are listed at the beginning of the questionnaire. [n order to
complete an effective update, we would appreciate your completion of the questionnaire as
soon as possible. There is a stamped self-addressed return envelope enclosed for your
convenience. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 858-0720. Thank
you for your time and assistance, and your prompt response.

Sincerely,

Mark W. Brownlie
Planning Assistant

MWB/meg

Enclosure
P5

Division of Planning, Executive Office Building
r2OO NORTI-I TELECRA'PrI ROAD, PONTI.AC, MICI{IGAN 4AO53

(313) 858.0720



QUESTTONNAilìE

LANDS LEAST SUI]'ED FOIì DEVELOpt'vtENT UPDATE

^ , . Tl]"^follorving survey will be trsed to help upcl.rte natural resources data availableoaklancl cotrnty Planlring l)ivision. It corr.sists prirnarily of rating itelns on a scale of I tocircle tlte.a¡r¡>ropriate. figure- other qrrc'stiolrs involve ilrief written arìswers, arrd clreclcingtrrultil>le cltoice questioni. space is provicled at tlre end of the survey for cãrnments. weyour irrput.

f rorn the
5. Please
boxes for

appreciate

l. At wlìat level of developrnent wourcr you terrn your cornmunity? 1

Llrbarr
Subr¡rban
Rural

2. To tlre closest year - How rorrg have you been a planning cornmissiorrer? 2 t

3- Ilorv iruportarìt are ,,r;;"*;lïi",r",r,""nrar issues to trre cirizens of your cornnruniry? 3

A. Air Pollution

B. Water Pollution

C. Groundwater Contamination

D. Soil Erosion

E. Loss of Vetlarrcl-s

F. Loss of Woodlands

G. Loss of Vildlife Habitat
Il. Flooding

I. DecreasedLandscapeAestlretics

J. Energy Co¡rservatir>n

K. Iìesource Recycling

L. Other (Please specify)

Very
Irnportant

543
543
543
543
543
543
543
543
543
543
543

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Not
IrrrÞortant

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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4. How involved has the planning cornmission been in the following issues? 4

A.

B.

c.
D.

E.

F.'
G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

Air Pollution

Water Pollution

Groundwater Contarnination

Soil Erosion

Loss of Vetlands

Loss of Woodlands

Loss of Vildlife Habitat

Flooding

Decreased Landscape Aesthetics

Energy Conservation

Resource Recycling

Other (Please specify)

Very
Involved

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
3 

"2
32

Not
lnvolved

Understand
Not At All

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

How well do you feel the planning commission members understand the following environmental
concepts? 5

A. The Water Cycle

B. Nutrient Cycles (e.g. nitrogen,'etc.)

C. Natural Functions of Forests

D. Natural Fucntions of Wetlands

E. Natural Functions of the Atmosphere

F. Soil Conservation Practices

G. Other (Please specify)

4

4

4

4

4

4

Is there a natural resource tnanagement issue(s) in your community that require(s) more attention? 6

il YES

() No

Briefly Describe it (tlrern)

Understand
WelI

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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7. Have you been informed that Oakland County has information on:

Soils YES ( )

Vetlands YES ( ')

Voodlands YES ( )

Floodplains YES ( )

Agricultural Lands YES ( )

Natural Resources Conservation YES ( )

No( )

No( )

No( )

No( )

No( )

No( )

8. Have you ever contacted Oakland County Planning Division for natural resources information?

() YES

() No

(lf NO ski¡r to question 9)

(lf YES) What type of information were you seeking?

Were we able to proVide the needed information?

il YES

() No

If we were unable to provide the needed information were you able to obtain it elsewhere?

YES WHERE?

NO

Rate tlre quality of the following Oakland County
never used the source please circle Zero.

Planning Division data sources. If you have

()
()

9.

Soil Surveys

Soil Suitability Maps

Land Use Maps

Land Use/Land Cover Maps

Natural Resource Features Maps
t'Conserve Oakland County's
Natural Resources'r Manual

Aerial Photos

lllodel Environmental Ordinances

Other Sources (Please Specify)

Very Good

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

Verv Bad

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Never Used

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5
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A. Agriculture
B. Wildlife

C. Soils & Erosion

D. Wetlands

E. Vater Bodies

F. Woodlands

C. Floodplains

H. Economics of Natural Resource Mgt.

I. Waste Management

J. Recreation

K. Other (Please specify)

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

ll. How important do you feel natural resources are in the following planning activities:

t0. Rate your cornmunity's need for information on

A. Community Master Plan Preparation

B. Community Zoning Ordinance Preparation

C. Community Recreation Plan Preparation

D. Site Plan Review

E. Residential Development

F. Commercial Development

G. Industrial Development

H. Institutional Development

these subjects.

More Info"
Needed

No Info.
Needed

Adequate
Info.

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3,
3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Very
Ilnportant

543
543
543
543
543
543
543
543

Not
Important

2t
2I
21
2t
2I
2t
2I
2t
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12, Natural resources iltformation can be cornmunicated in various forms. Rate the ease of use for
the dif ferent forms of data.

A. lvlaps

B. Statistics

C. Graphs

D. Diagrams

E. Reports

A. Information Bulletins/Pamphlets

B. Documents

C. Video/Slide Presentation

D. Lectures

E. Question/Answer Period

F. Workshops

G. Other (Please specify)

Very Easv

5

5

5

5

5

Very
E,f fective

5

5'
5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

Very Hard

2t
2l
2I
2l
2l

Not At AII
Effective

2l
2l
2l
2t
2T
2l

t3. The Planning Division is interested in distributing data to municipalities, citizens, developers and
consultants by the most informative medium. Rate the effectiveness of the following means of
public education:

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

14. If you have any additional comments on how Oakland County's natural resources information could
be of better use for you, please write them below.

Again' thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Your answers will be
reviewed, and will provide the basis for our information update.

P5
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FOOTNOTES
1: This question was not asked of consultants since many are
retained by more than one community.
2t For the other two populations "planning commissioner" ?ras
changed to "planning consultant" or "planning or community
development director" .
3: This question was reworded for consultants to "Based on
your experience with Oakland County municipalities, how im-
portant do you feel the following environmental issues are
to the general public?"
4¡ This question was not asked of consultant,s, and changed
to address the planning staff's involvement.
5: "The planning commission members" became "your staff" for
planning directors and "planners in general" for consult-
ants.
6¡ This question remained the same for planning directors
but changed for consultants to "Through your contact with
Oakland County communities have you noticed any natural re-
sources management issues that require more attention?"
7¿ For consultants the word "community's" vras removed.

SURVEY STÀTI STI CS

The following survey statistics are listed for those ques-
tions shown on the preceding questionnaire and discussed in
the text. Ì"fost questions involved rating on a scale of 1 to
5, wh.ere 1 i s an unf avorable/Iow responsè, and 5 is a f avor-
able/higtr response. Arithmetic *eañs of the responses for
each population are organized in the order of planning Com-
mission chairpersons(pcc), pranning staff Directors(pso),
and Planning Consultants(PC). Às was stated earlier, slight
variations in question design exist. PIease consult the
footnotes above.

To the closest year
miss íoner/ planñing

- How lon_g have you been a planning com-
di rec tor /plann i ng consultan't ?

years
years
years

PCC 8.4
PSD 1 3.3
PC 1 5.6
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How important are the following environmental issues to the
citizens of your community?

PCC PSD PC
Air pollution 3.86 3.40 3.40
Water pollution 4.20 4.11 4"60
Groundwater contamination 4"10 3.00 4.30
SoiI erosion 3.13 3.55 3.20
Loss of wetlands 3.62 3.25 3.90
Loss of woodlands 3.48 4.22 3.60
Loss of wildlife habitat 3.31 3.11 3.10
Flooding 3.34 4.11 3.70
Decreased landscape aesthetics 3.93 3.77 3.90
Energy conservation 3.03 2.77 2.70
Resource recycling 2.75 2.44 2.40

How involved has the Planning Commission/Statt been
following issues?

PCC PSD
Air pollution 2.06 1.77
Water pollution 2.51 2.66
Groundwater contamination 2.62 2.33
Soil erosion 2.24 3.1 1

Loss of wetlands 2.62 3.00
Loss of woodlands 2.51 3.33
Loss of wildlife habitat 2.24 2.44
Flooding 2.62 3.55
Decreased landscape aesthetics 3.17 4.11
Energy conservation 1.75 2.88
Resource recycling 1.72 1.66

in the

How well do you feel the Planning Commission/Staff/planners
in general understand the following environmental concepts?

Have you been informed that Oakland County has information
on the following? (percent responding YES)

The water cycle
Nutrient cycles
Natural functions of forests
Natural functions of wetlands
Natural functions of atmosphere
SoiI conservation practices

PCC
Soils 75
Wetlands 68
Woodlands 68
Floodplains 64
Agricultural lands 50
Natural resources conservation 54

PCC PSD PC
2.86 3.37 3. 1 1

2.17 2.87 2.30
2.68 3.75 3.10
2.93 3.87 3.60
2.62 3.12 2.90
2.55 3.25 3.40

PSD
100
100
89
78
89
89

PC
90
90

100
90
90
60
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Have you ever contacted Oakland County Planning Division for
natural resources information? (percent responding YES)

PCC 31
PSD 11
PC 90

Rate the quality of the following Oakland County Planning
Division data sources:

Rate your community's need for information
jects:

Soil surveys
Soil Suitability maps
Land use maps
Land Use/Land Cover maps
Natural Resource Features maps
"Conserve Oakland County's
Natural Resources! " manual
ÀeriaI photos
Model environmental ordinances

Agr iculture
wildlife
Soils and erosion
f.fet lands
Water bodies
Woodlands
Floodplains
Economics of nat. res. mgmt.
Waste management
Rec reat i on

How important do you feel natural
lowing planning activities:

Community master plan
preparat ion
Community zoning ordinance
preparat ion
Community recreation plan
preparation
Site plan review
Resident ial development
Commerc ia1 development
I ndustrial development
I nsti tut ional development

PCC
4 .11
4.12
3.82
3.66
4.30

4.33
4 .18
3 .66

PCC
2.07
2.57
2.96
3.11
3 .11
3.00
3.15
2.55
3. s3
3.39

PCC

4.57

4 .17

4 .48
¿" ?¿"

4 .13
4.00
3.96
3.89

PSD
4.00
4.00
3.12
3.00
3.00

3.50
4 .66
3.33

PSD
1 .57
2.57
3 .14
3 .14
2.85
2.85
3.00
3.28
3.00
2.85

PSD

4.77

4.11

4.66
4 .11
4.55
3 .44
3.88
3.88

resources are

PC
4.55
4.28
3. s5
3.8s
4.00

3.80
5.00
3.22

on these sub-

PC
3.40
3.60
3.60
3.70
3.50
3.70
3.50
3.60
4 .11
3.55

in the fol--

PC

4.90

4.20

4.80
4.20
4.50
4.10
4.20
4.30
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Rate the ease of use for the different
PCC
4 .41
2.82
3.55
3 "792.92

the following

PCC
3 "712.82
3.92
3 "233.69
3.51

forms of

PSD
4.88
3.33
4 " 00
3.88
3.66

means of

PSD
4.33
4.12
3 .62
3.00
2.66
3.00

data:

PC
4.80
3. 10
3.10
4.24
4. 10

public edu-

PC
4.80
4.22
3.33
2"11
2.55
3.60

Maps
Statistics
Graphs
Diagrams
Reports

Rate the effectiveness of
cation:

I n f ormat i on bullet ins/pamphlets
Documents
Video/s1 ide presentat ion
Lec tures
Quest i on/answer per iod
Workshops
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Appendix B

TNTERVTEW oUESTTONS ÀND LrST OF TNTERVTEWEES

After brief introductory remarks regarding the reasons
f or an interview, and what the Planning Division s¡as at-
tempting to accomplish with interview results, a combination
of the various questions listed below $¡as posed. Some of
the persons interviewed were also surveyed. Therefore,
questions relating to the questionnaire vrere only posed to
certain individuals. Other questions apply only to consult-
ants. This list portrays the range of probable questions.
Often, discussion became unstructured and additional queries
not listed here were used. Unrestrained discussion produced
excellent insights.

1.

¿.

3.

Ã.

5.

6.

Are there any initial
Iike to express that
naire?

Do any of the trssrr or
tensity of your answer
strongly about any of

feelings or comments you would
you could not on the question-

't1srr not express the actual in-
? rhat is, do you feel real
your answers?

By using the questionnaire we were trying to get in-
formation on two primary subjects. The first being
what natural resources management issues are impor-
tant. and need attention, and secondly, in what manner
is information 'best communicated to you. That is,
how can it be most useful? rirstly, what are impor-
tant natural resources issues in your community and
what areas do you think need more information and at-
tent ion?

How can natural resources information be made most
useful to you?

This is an example of something we've 'been thinking
about for putting natural resources information to-
gether (show example, explain overlay system). What
do you think of this; does it broadcast information
to you or is it difficult to understand?

will this information be useful to you? Do you fore-
see it being implemented in the planning process?
How?
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7. We asked a question on the questionnaire regarding
your commission's involvement in environmental is-
sues. One of the reasons we asked that was to help
us determine if new natural resources information
should be in a form immediately useabl-e by the com-
mission or if they should be structured so that the
commission and citizens could work with and refine
the information. What do you think of citizen and
commission involvement in refining your own environ-
mental information?
role is in planning?

What do you think the
preting and applying

What do you think the public

consultant's role is in inter-
natural resources information?

8.

o What do you feel is the most effective means of en-
suring a quality environment: site plan review, or-
dinanðes, -mastei plan, other plans and policies?

10. Is there a high turnover of commission members in
your community? Do you think occasional workshops to
inform new members of available data at the Planning
Division would be helpful? Or a video program? Oth-
er?

11. Do you think communities are interested in natural
resources management on an ongoing basis or only at
crisis times?

12. Wou1d better and/or more environmental information
help communities adopt environmental protection ordi-
nances, new master plans etc?

13. Do you think you could get more contracts as a resuLt
of ãetailed nãtural resources information? rf not,
how can you get more work, oE better use out of our
naturaL resources information?

14.

15.

Have you noticed any recent trends in the type of en-
vironmental related work that communities desire?

One of Oakland County Planning Division's primary ob-
jectives is to disseminate relevant information.
More specifically, with this program we are trying to
get to you useful environmental information. Do you
have any suggestions on how we can do our job better?
tn producing information (topics, ways of mapping),
getling it to users, updating information?
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LIST OF INTERVIEWEES

Joseph Brett former Planning Commission Chairpersoni
City of Novi

Alan Craddock - Planning Commission Chairperson;
City of Berkley

LilIian Dean Planning and Management Consultant
Kenneth Delbridge - Director of Planning and Building;

vicroria u"d":i3;o:'.3i:;:ti;-Ë:*å?""ion chai rperson ;
City of Pleasant Ridge

Elizabeth Harris Executive Director; East Michigan
Environmental Action Council

Tod Kilroy Planning and Economic Development,
City of Southfield

Dr. George Kunkle Engineer; Neyer, Tiseo and Hindo
Ltd., Farmington Uills

Joseph LueIIen - Oakland County SoiI Conservation
Service, United States Department of
Agr iculture

Michael Scieszka Land Resource Programs Division,
Department of Natural Resources, State
of Michigan

George Shampo Planning Commission Chairpersoni
City of Bloomf ield Hills

Robert Stadler - Àdministrator; City of Bloomfield Hills
CoIin WaIIs - Planner; Springfield Township
He1en Willis Planning Commission Chairpersoni

Oakland Township
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Appendix C

METHODOLOGY FOR SELECTION OF REVTEW COMMUNITIES

In order to develop a representative proportion of dif-
ferent types of communities for interview and document re-
view purposes, the extent of development of all communities(i.e. urban, suburban, rural) was determined. This involved
analysis of variou.s approaches to community development typ-
ology. Some methods utilize the total community population
figure as a basis for classification. However, this does
not take into account community land area and population
density. Other methods ut.ilize population density as a sin-
gle indicator of type of community. The disadvantage of
this approach is that while a community may have few persons
per sguare mile it should not be termed rural simply on
those grounds. The percent of vacant t ãgt icultural and de-
veloped lands should be considered. Infrastructure within
the community is also an important indicator for community
typology. Às can be noted by the above, and as was stated
by Bollens and Schmandt (1965), no definitive list of cri-
teria for metropolitanism exists.

For purposes of this study, a blend of tyro approaches was
applied. The Oakland County PLanning Division established a
development typology in 1976 that defined levels of urbani-
zation (Kaczmarek and Hay, 1976). It instituted population
density, infrastructure and land use figures. The Southeast
Michigan Council of Governments establ-ished a similar typol-
ogy involving population figures, vacant land acreages and
infrastructure in 1978 (Duddleson, 1978). Since the
mid-1970s many of the County's communities have grown and
changed their development patterns. Therefore, classifica-
tions assigned to communities in 1976 and 1978 were reviewed
and compared to the most recent land use and density fig-
ures. À combination of both typology systems vras utilized
for this study.

Listed below are the criteria used for determining devel-
opment typology, and how each community was classified. À
map on the accompanying page illustrates the typology uti-
lized for this study.
Urban - Communities classified as such must:

1.
Meet the density reguirement of greater than 2500
persons/square mile; and one of the following:
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a) Have a central business district as defined by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census

b) Have a mix of land uses, that is, no particular
land use (i.e. residential, commercial) comprises
greater than 75% of the total area,

c) Is extensively developed, i.e. greater than 8Oeo.

RuraI* Communities must meet:

1.

the density requirement of less than 500 persons/
sguare mile, and

2. Greater than 50e" agricultural and vacant land.

Suburban** Communities must meet:

The density requirement of 500-2500 persons/sguare
mile; and one of the following:
a) Have a mix of land uses but residential is predom-

inant, i . e. highest percentage,

b) Less than 80so developed.

* This category includes rural- service centers such as viI-
lages.
** Since suburbia has been described as neit.her urban or ru-
raI, and yet bothr âDy communitíes that do not fit into a
particular category will be classified as suburban.

Based on the above mentioned criteria, Oakland County as a
whole would be classified as suburban. Individual communi-
ties were classified as follows:

1.
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URBÀN SUBURBAN

Auburn Hills
Bingham Farms
Bloomf ield Hills *
Bloomfield Twp. *
CIar kston
Commerce Twp.
Farmington HilIs
Franklin
Highland Twp.
Independence Twp. *
Lake Àngelus
Lake Orion
Milford *
Milford Twp.
Novi
Novi Twp.
Orchard Lake Village
Orion Twp.
RochesLer
Rochester Hi1ls
Sylvan Lake *
TroY *
Walled Lake
Waterford Twp.
West Bloomfield Twp. *
white Lake Twp.
Wi xom

RURAL

Addison Twp.
Brandon Twp.
GroveLand Twp.
HolIy
Holly Twp.
Leonard
Lyon Twp. *
Oakland Twp. *
Ortonv i I Ie
Oxford
Oxford Twp. *
Rose Twp.
South Lyon
Springfield Twp.

Berkley *
Beverly Hi11s
B i rmi ngham
Clawson
Fa rmi ngton
Ferndale
Hazel Park
Huntington Woods *
Keego Harbor *
Lathrup Village *
Madison Heights
Northv i I 1e
Oak Park
Pleasant Ridge ¡k

Pont iac
Royal Oak
Royal Oak Twp.
Southf ield
Southfield Twp.
Wolverine Lake

À random selection of 25e" of each category v¡as perf ormed.
The communities chosen are marked with asterisks.
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COMMUNITV TYPOLOGY
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Appendix D

IRREVERS]BLE FARMLÀND LOSS 1966-1981

Communities listed below had land actively cultivated in
1966 but fully developed in urban uses by 1981. These data
v¡ere compiled from unpublished Planning Division statistics,
used to produce a wall map.

COMMUNT TI ES
Highland Twp.
Springfield Twp.
Lyon Twp.
Brandon Twp.
Novi
Rose Twp.
Ho1ly Twp.
Oxford Twp.
White Lake Twp.
Rochester HiIIs
GroveLand Twp.
Addison Twp.
Oakland Twp.
Farrnington Hi11s
Milford Twp.
Troy
West BIoomf iel-d Twp.
Waterford Twp.
Bloomfield Twp.
Independence Twp.
Commerce Twp.
Orion Twp.
Farmi ngton
South Lyon
Àuburn Hills
Northvi 11e
Village of Leonard
Rochester
Lake Angelus

TOTÀL

ÀCRES
2 ,657
2 ,631
1 ,611
1 ,585
1,318
1 t229
1,196
1 ,009

954
811
793
745
738
697
550
488
342
316
289
246
180
140
117

73
69
37
26

7
4

-zo, 

g60 Acres ( 8445 hectares )(32.6 sq.mi .=82.8 sq.km)
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Àppendix E

EROSION STATISTICS

In a soon to be published report, officials of the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) listed statistics related to soil
erosion within Oakland County. In 1982 the SCS staff visit-
ed 263 statistically selected sites in Oakland County to
collect erosion data for the Natural Resources Inventory.
Each site consisted of 160 acres (64.8 ha) and three random-
Iy selected points within each site were used for collecting
f ield data.

Following analysis of the data, totals were determined
for land area requiring conservation practices to reduce
soil erosion and maintain vegetative production. The fig-
ures are as follows:

Land in Oakland Countv Needinq Conservation Practices

Forest Land 62t200 acres (25,182 ha)

Crop Land 15,300 acres (6,194 ha)

Pasture and IdIe 5,100 acres (2,065 ha)

Grassland

82,600 acres (33,441 ha)
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Appendix F

FLOOD DAMAGE STATISTICS

In 1975 the Great Lakes Basin Commission Floodplain Work
Group calculat.ed expected average annual damages by floods,
and forecasted damages for later years. Damages were com-
puted on the basis of the expectancy in any one year of the
amounts of damage that would result from events throughout
the fuII range of potential magnitude. Damages are listed
in 1970 dollars, and categorized according to urban or rural
areas.

Estimated Àverage Annual Damaqes

þg Floods in Oakland County

1970 1 980 2000

Urban 146,400 234,gOO 54 2,700

Rural 1 ,800 3,000 5,600

TOTAL $148,200 $237,900 S548,300
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Appendix G

AREÀ SHOWN ON FLOODWAY INSURANCE RATE MAPS
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Appendix H

CREATION OF THE UNSUITABLE SOILS PORTTON OF THE
LAND RELÀTED RESOURCES OVERLÀY

The most recent Oakland County Soil Survey was completed
in 1980, thus making soil information listed on the 1976
Soil Association Map outdated. After comparison of soil
types listed in both sources it stas found that four of the
eãitier soil types had been changed and grouped with new
types based on more detailed characteristic studies of the
sóits. Therefore, if one $¡as to use the o1d SoiI Associa-
tion Map in conjunction with t.he new soil survey, they wouÌd
be combining two disparate information sources. It vras sug-
gested that the SoiI Associations Map be updated in a manner
that considered the revised and new soil types.

The most useful information contained on the Soil Àssoci-
ations Map is not the particular groupings, rather, it is
the suitability index describing which soils are most to
Ieast suit,able for development. Since the 1976 map is based
on a survey that was prepared decades ago that has non-exis-
tent soil types I a new development suitability index tras
compiled. Àlso, the 1976 map vras produced on a small scale'
enlarged from an even smaller sca1e. Thus, the accuracy be-
gins to become distorted. Township base maps are desired.

To remain consistent with the Conserve Oakland Countv's
Natural Resources! booklet, the development index has three
categories optimal, Iimited and least suitable for devel-
opment. In doing this, a user may use the book in conjunc-
tion with the map. In other words, vùork within a guiding
f ramewor k .

Determining which soils belonged in the different catego-
ries s¡as accomplished by reviewing information contained in
the soil survey. In addition to detailing the physical and
chemical characteristics of each soil type, the survey ana-
lyzes each in terms of suitability for various uses. Tables
ranking the soils for suitability as woodlands, for recrea-
tion, âgriculturer €ogineering statistics, etc. are included
in the survey. the table most appropriate for a general de-
velopment index (development meaning construction of roads,
dwellings, with or without basements and commercial build-
ings) is listed as Table 11 in the soil survey and titled
''Building Site Development." Àgain, this is a general in-
dex. If a builder, develoPêF, homeowner or community admin-
istrator desires more comprehensive information, it is con-
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tained in the soil survey. The survey also has tables on
suitability for septic fields and has engineering, chemical
and physicãf propeities of the soils, AIso, the Oakland
Counly-PIanning Division has mapped soils unsuitable for use
as septic fields.

The Building Site Development table has three leve1s of
suitabitity foi each type of development being considered.
They are: ãfight (minor-fimltations easily.overcome), moder-
ate (maintenañce is needed to overcome limitations) and se-
vere (unfavorable conditions needing special design and in-
creased construction costs to overcome). Limitations range
from wetness and slope to frost action and low strength and
others. The table considers the limitations for alI 72
County soil types for the categories: dwellings without
basemãnts, dwellings with basements, smaIl commerciaf build-
ings, and local streets and roads. AIso considered are the
cafegories of lawns and Iandscaping and shallow excavations.
For þurposes of this map and study, however, the first four
were used.

The process of determining which soils are best and least
suited lor development involved reviewing Table 1 1 of the
soil survey. Any soil with a "slight" rating for qII four
developmenl categories h'as considered optimal for develop-
ment. Any soil with all four categorieS "severe" vtas termed
Ieast suitable for development. Any soil with a combination
of ratings (e.g. 2 moderales, 1 severe, 1 slight) was termed
limited ãuitability for development. This system is conser-
vative since it wóu1d rank a soil as "limited development"
if it has 3 "slights" and one "moderate". Hgwever, f.or spe-
cific purposes of. builders, this maps flags the user to the
existeirce of a limitation. Àf ter f urther study of the soil
survey, a builder may find the limitation(s) do not affect
their activities. This map and the soil survey are meant to
be used complementarily. Before basing development plans on
this ffiap, it is highly recommended that data on this map be
confirmed with soil tests.

For purposes of this study, â11 soils that v¡ere termed
least sultáUfe for development based on analysis of Table
11, were located on soil type maps of Waterford Township and
outlined. Splicing together nine soil type maps with out-
Iines produceã a township base sized map. This information
v¡as thãn transcribed onto clear plastic, to become a portion
of the Land Related Resources overlay.
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